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Project Administration Manual Purpose and Process 
 

1. The project administration manual (PAM) describes the essential administrative and management 
requirements to implement the project on time, within budget, and in accordance with Government and 
Asian Development Bank (ADB) policies and procedures. The PAM should include references to all 
available templates and instructions either through linkages to relevant URLs or directly incorporated in 
the PAM. 
 

2. The Hebei provincial government (HPG) is wholly responsible for the implementation of ADB financed 
projects, as agreed jointly between the borrower and ADB, and in accordance with Government and 
ADB‘s policies and procedures. ADB staff is responsible to support implementation including compliance 
by HPG of their obligations and responsibilities for project implementation in accordance with ADB‘s 
policies and procedures. 
 

3. At loan negotiations, the borrower and ADB shall agree to the PAM and ensure consistency with the loan 
agreement. Such agreement shall be reflected in the minutes of the loan negotiations. In the event of 
any discrepancy or contradiction between the PAM and the loan agreement, the provisions of the loan 
agreement shall prevail. 
 

4. After ADB Board approval of the project's report and recommendation of the President, changes in 
implementation arrangements are subject to agreement and approval pursuant to relevant Government 
and ADB administrative procedures (including the Project Administration Instructions) and upon such 
approval they will be subsequently incorporated in the PAM. 

 
 
 
 



 

ABBREVIATIONS 
 

ADB – Asian Development Bank 
CDQ – coke dry quenching 
CO2 – carbon dioxide 
EMP  – environmental management plan 
EPB – Environmental Protection Bureau 
ESCO – energy service company 
ESMS – environmental and social management system 
ESPC – energy saving performance contract 
FIL – financial intermediation loan  
HDRC – Hebei Development and Reform Commission 
HFB – Hebei Provincial Finance Bureau 
HPG – Hebei provincial government 
IDA – interest difference account 
IEE – initial environmental examination 
GDP – gross domestic product 
GHG – greenhouse gas 
Gwh – gigawatt-hour 
LIBOR – London interbank offered rate 
MOF – Ministry of Finance 
Mt  – million ton 
Mt/y – million ton per year 
Mtce/y – million ton of standard coal equivalent per year 
PAM – project administration manual 
PIEE – project initial environmental examination 
PMO – project management office 
PPMS – project performance management system 
PPTA – project preparatory technical assistance 
PRC – People‘s Republic of China 
PSC – project steering committee 
PSCS – project steering committee secretariat 
REF – revolving escrow fund 
SPS – Safeguard Policy Statement 
SO2 – sulfur dioxide 
t/y – ton per year 
tce – ton of coal equivalent 
tce/y – ton of standard coal equivalent per year 
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I. PROJECT DESCRIPTION  
 
A. Rationale 
 
1. The People‘s Republic of China (PRC) has experienced rapid increase in energy 
consumption in tandem with sustained economic growth, especially in the last decade or so. By 
end 2010, the primary energy demand in the PRC increased to more than 3,050 million tons of 
standard coal equivalent (mtce), compared to 1,390 mtce in 2000. The PRC relies heavily on 
carbon-intensive coal, which provided about 70% of its primary energy in 2010. 1  The 
Government of PRC has recognized the challenges posed by rapid rise in energy consumption 
and associated emissions. It has committed to achieve 40%–45% carbon intensity reduction by 
2020 compared to 2005 primarily by targeting energy intensity reductions.2 During the 11th Five-
Year Plan, 2006–2010, the energy intensity was reduced by 19.06% compared to a target of 
20%. The 12th Five-Year Plan, 2011–2015, has set a target of a further 16% energy intensity 
reduction.    
 
2. More than three-fourths of the PRC‘s electricity and about half of its primary energy are 
consumed by the industrial sector. The ―1,000 Key Enterprises Program‖ was launched during 
the 11th plan to target the 1,000 most energy-intensive enterprises, which consumed about two-
thirds of the total industrial energy consumption. During the 12th plan, the ongoing program will 
be extended to cover all industrial enterprises with annual energy consumption of 10,000 ton of 
coal equivalent (tce) and higher. It will involve some 16,000 enterprises in the country, primarily 
among nine energy-intensive industries, including iron and steel, nonferrous metal, coal, power 
generation, petrochemicals, chemicals, building materials, textile, and pulp and paper. 
 
3. Hebei Province ranks second in energy consumption among all the provinces with a total 
energy consumption of 267 mtce in 2010, or 8.7% of the national consumption. During the 11th 
plan, Hebei‘s energy intensity reduced by 20.11% to 1.58 tce, which is still much higher than the 
national average of 1.034 tce. This is mainly due to the presence of many energy-intensive 
industries, such as iron and steel, electricity and heat production, cement, and petroleum and 
petrochemical.3 Most of these industrial plants operate at much lower energy efficiency levels 
than international best practice due to underinvestment in energy efficiency.4 Hebei has set a 
target of a further 17% energy intensity reduction during the 12th plan, which will be challenging 
unless targeted investments are significantly scaled up in these energy-intensive industrial 
plants.  
 
4. The key barriers for energy efficiency investments are: (i) lack of familiarity with the 
latest energy efficient technologies, combined with the enterprises‘ perception of production 
interruptions and/or loss of revenues; (ii) difficulties for commercial banks to assess cash flow 
benefits and forgo collateral for such investment projects, which do not generate additional 
revenues; and (iii) lack of capacity for evaluation and risk assignments for energy conservation 
investments by commercial banks, thereby limiting debt financing. Limited market-based 

                                                
1
 National Statistics Press. 2010. China Energy Statistical Year Book. Beijing. 

2
 Carbon intensity is the amount of carbon by weight emitted per unit of energy consumed. It is also commonly 

referred as greenhouse gas emissions per unit of gross domestic product (GDP). Energy intensity is a measure of 
the energy efficiency of a nation's economy. It is calculated as units of energy per unit of GDP. In PRC, the energy 
intensity is generally measured as amount of energy consumed in tce per CNY10,000 GDP.  

3
 A total of 112 enterprises from Hebei were included in the national ―1,000 Key Enterprise Program‖. Additional 109 

enterprises from Hebei have annual energy consumption higher than 100,000 tce.   
4
 The underinvestment arises due to limited commercial debt financing available to these energy efficiency 

investments.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Measurement
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Economic_system
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energy
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incentive mechanisms to reward investors for reducing emissions through energy efficiency also 
discourage investors. These market imperfections warrant targeted public interventions.  
 
5. Several measures have been adopted in designing this project to address these barriers. 
Accordingly, the financial intermediation loan (FIL) modality was chosen to (i) allow multiple 
turnover of the Asian Development Bank (ADB) loan, thus, providing larger investments for 
energy efficiency over the loan tenor; (ii) build knowledge and capacity of provincial government 
and selected financial intermediary in evaluation and risk assignments for energy efficiency 
transactions; (iii) reduce transaction complexities and costs due to familiarity and experience 
gained by the project management office (PMO) and the financial intermediary from the initial 
subprojects; and (iv) enhance governance and improve safeguard compliance for energy 
efficiency investments beyond the first batch of subprojects.   
 
6. The energy efficiency company (energy service company [ESCO])5 has been developing 
slowly in recent years in Hebei Province. Most of the existing ESCOs in Hebei Province have 
limited registered capital, assets, and employees. The ESCOs are unable to obtain commercial 
debt financing because of the banks‘ perception of risks and the lack of meaningful collateral 
which limits their involvement to only small-scale energy efficiency projects with limited 
investment and short paybacks. The proposed project addresses this barrier by including an 
ESCO in the project design.  
 
7. The project design also includes participation of a joint stock commercial bank (Huaxia 
Bank) as a financial intermediary to address key capacity and related issues (para. 4), which will 
catalyze more commercial bank financing in next batches of energy efficiency investments in 
the industrial sector. This FIL approach is similar to previous ADB loans for energy-intensive 
provinces of Guangdong 6  and Shandong. 7  The financial intermediary has been selected 
pursuant to a transparent and competitive process, and the onlending terms have been 
proposed in a manner consistent with the prevailing commercial banking practices to avoid 
market distortions. Prior experience in financing energy efficiency projects and participation in 
other international financial institution funded projects was one of the key criteria in selecting the 
financial intermediary. 
 
8. The lessons learnt from previous ADB‘s energy efficiency projects in PRC have been 
taken into account especially with respect to the competitive selection of commercial banks and 
the need for additional efforts to mobilize commercial bank financing to energy efficiency sector. 
The possibility of expanding the credit guarantee facility (CGF) using the cash accumulated due 
to interest difference between ADB lending rate and subloan interest rates will also be explored 
during project implementation. A complementary grant to be financed by the Global 
Environment Facility is under preparation to address the broader capacity issues in the 
commercial banking sector for energy efficiency financing. The scope of the grant financed 
activities include: (i) energy efficiency and emission reduction technology identification, 
dissemination, and design of market-based policy incentives; (ii) capacity building of commercial 

                                                
5
 ESCO makes energy efficiency investments in host facilities owned by third parties (host companies). The ESCO 

enters into an energy savings performance contract with the host company and will be paid by the host company 
according to the verified energy savings achieved.    

6
 ADB. 2008. Report and Recommendation of the President to the Board of Directors: Proposed Multitranche 

Financing Facility and Administration of Grant to the People's Republic of China for Guangdong Energy Efficiency 
and Environment Improvement Investment Program. Manila (MFF 0020-PRC, approved on 4 June, for 
$100,000,000). 

7
 ADB. 2011. Report and Recommendation of the President to the Board of Directors: Proposed Loan to the 

People’s Republic of China for Shandong Energy Efficiency and Emission Reduction Project. Manila (Loan 2771-
PRC, approved on 18 August, for $100,000,000). 
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banks in Hebei Province on energy efficiency project appraisal, including the pilot testing of 
CGF for ESCO implemented projects; and (iii) capacity building of ESCO industry, and 
monitoring and verification agents in Hebei Province.  
 
9. The proposed project is closely aligned with Strategy 2020,8 where moving developing 
member countries onto a low-carbon growth path by improving energy efficiency has been 
identified as one of the key means of achieving environmentally sustainable growth.9  The 
country partnership strategy, 2011–2015, presently under preparation, identifies environmental 
sustainability as one of the three pillars of ADB assistance to the PRC. Consistent with the 
Strategy 2020 goals, the project encourages private sector investments. In the first batch, seven 
of the eight selected subprojects are private enterprises. The emphasis on selecting innovative 
technologies, in the selection of the first batch of subprojects, is expected to be maintained and 
further intensified for future subprojects. The project design includes measures for leveraging 
additional private investments. 
 
B. The Project 
 
10. The project is designed to provide a suitable financing mechanism to finance energy 
efficiency projects in selected energy-intensive industries and ESCOs. The ADB loan proceeds 
will be provided to eligible energy efficiency projects through the Hebei Provincial Finance 
Bureau (HFB) and the selected financial intermediary (i.e., Huaxia Bank). The subprojects are 
expected to have a loan repayment period of 5 years including the grace period. The repayment 
of subloans, from these subprojects, will be revolved by relending to future batches of energy 
efficiency subprojects. It is expected that ADB loan proceeds will be revolved two times before it 
is repaid. The first batch of subprojects consisting of industrial energy efficiency projects 
(component 1) and ESCO projects (component 2) are described in paras. 11 and 12. 
Subsequent batches would be selected in accordance with the selection criteria mentioned in 
the project administration manual (PAM). 10 All subprojects approved before the loan closing is 
subject to receiving no objection from ADB. 
 

1. Component 1: Implement Industrial Energy Efficiency Projects  
 
11. This component includes eight demonstration industrial energy efficiency subprojects 
that have high potential for energy and carbon emission savings. These subprojects include 
innovative technologies and approaches with very good replication possibilities in energy-
intensive industrial sectors in Hebei Province, such as (i) coke dry quenching, which 
substantially reduces the emission of harmful industrial gases and enables recovery of waste 
heat in producing coke;11 (ii) waste heat recovery from industrial plants to generate electricity; 
(iii) improving furnace control systems and energy management systems in the steel industry; 
and (iv) replacing boilers and motors with more efficient units. All the subborrowers are privately 
owned except the coking plant. These subprojects combined are estimated to result in annual 
energy savings of 236,463 tce and annual carbon dioxide savings of more than 603,329 tons (t).  
 
 

                                                
8
 ADB. 2008. Strategy 2020: The Long-Term Strategic Framework of the Asian Development Bank, 2008–2020. 

Manila. 
9
 Supporting environmentally sustainable growth is one of the core areas of Strategy 2020.  

10
 Details are in Appendix 2 of the Project Administration Manual (accessible from the list of linked documents in 
Appendix 2). 

11
 Coke is one of the key inputs for steel making. 
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2. Component 2: Implement Energy Service Company Projects   
 
12. This component will demonstrate the commercial debt financing of energy efficiency 
projects developed by ESCOs. The first batch includes an ESCO engaged in installing solar 
thermal water heaters on commercial and office buildings based on energy savings 
performance contracts (footnote 5). Based on the experiences gained in financing this ESCO 
subproject, the possibility of setting up a risk sharing (guarantee) mechanism to scale up ESCO 
industry in Hebei Province will be undertaken during the project‘s implementation. The ESCO 
project will result in an estimated annual energy savings of 29,700 tce and carbon dioxide 
savings of 65,340 t. 
 
C. Impact and Outcome 

13. The impact of the project is improved energy efficiency and emission reduction in Hebei 
Province. The outcome of the project is increased investments in energy efficiency in Hebei 
Province. 
 
D. Outputs 
 
14. The outputs will be (i) implement industrial energy efficiency projects, and (iii) implement 
ESCO projects. The output performance targets for identified subprojects are summarized in 
Table 1.  
 

Table 1: Summary of Energy Conservation and Emission Reduction Estimates for 
Approved Subprojects  

 
 
Item 

Energy 
Saving 

 
Emission Reduction (t/y) 

(tce/y) CO2 SO2 

A. Component 1: Industrial Energy Efficiency Projects 

1. Tangshan Jianlong Jianzhou Iron and Steel Co. Ltd. 25,356 26,874 90 
2. Hebei Fengmei Coking Co. Ltd 77,464 214,706 527 
3. Hebei Xinglong Grain Biochemical Co. Ltd. 6,912 19,145 121 
4. Hebei Yufeng Enterprises Group Co. Ltd. 28,236 78,213 195 
5. Julu County Changsheng Textile Co. Ltd. 8,065 18,928 35 
6. Hebei Lianguan Carbon Electrode Co. Ltd. 8,793 19,327 27 

7. Hebei Qianjin Iron and Steel Group Co. Ltd 42,716 118,324 295 

8. China Resources Cangzhou Co-generation Co. Ltd. 38,921 107,812 35 
Subtotal (A) 236,463 603,329 1,326 

B. Component 2: Energy Service Company Projects    
Hebei Guangyuan Solar Energy Technology Co. Ltd. 29,700 65,340 256 

Total (A+B) 266,163 668,669 1,582 

CO2 = carbon dioxide, SO2 = sulfur dioxide, tce/y = ton of coal equivalent per year. 
Source: Asian Development bank estimates. 

 
II. IMPLEMENTATION PLANS 

 
A. Project Readiness Activities 
 
15. The HPG has established the project steering committee (PSC) and the PMO to act as 
the implementing agency. HPG has also selected Huaxia Bank as the financial intermediary. 
The eight subprojects to be implemented, under component 1 of the project and the pilot project 
under component 2, have been selected. The feasibility studies, including the environmental 
impact assessment with respect to these nine subprojects have been prepared by the 
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subborrowers and approved by relevant agencies. The loan processing milestones are 
presented in Table 2. 
 

Table 2: Loan Processing Milestones 
Activity Responsibility Target Date/Date Achieved 

Concept paper approval ADB 15 March 2011 
Selection of first batch subprojects HDRC/PMO 30 May 2011 
Financial intermediary selection HFB/PMO 30 July 2011 
Approval of subproject environment assessment   EPB 30 August 2011 
Approval of feasibility studies HDRC 15 September 2011 
Approval for advance contracting ADB 21 October 2011 
Government approval for loan negotiation NDRC/MOF 13 November 2011 
Staff Review Meeting ADB 21 October 2011 
Loan negotiation ADB/MOF 14–15 November 2011 
ADB Board consideration ADB 14 December 2011 
Loan effectiveness ADB/MOF 15 May 2012 

ADB = Asian Development Bank, EPB = Environmental Protection Bureau, HDRC = Hebei Development and Reform 
Commission, HFB = Hebei Provincial Finance Bureau, MOF = Ministry of Finance, NDRC = National Development 
and Reform Commission, PMO = project management office, PSC = project steering committee. 
Source: Asian Development Bank. 
 

B. Project Implementation Schedule 
 
16. Although the project implementation period is 15 years, the ADB loan will be 
implemented over a period of 5 years and the estimated loan closing date is 31 December 
2016. It is expected to achieve the following at the loan closing: (i) completed component 1 
subprojects, and (ii) selected the second batch of subprojects, (iii) establish the operating 
procedures for revolving escrow fund (REF) account for the purpose of revolving the proceeds 
of repayment of subloans made to first batch of subprojects and (iv) finalize the procedures for 
utilization of accumulated cash balance of interest difference account (IDA). It is expected that 
cash balance of IDA would be used for (i) providing rewards to the subborrowers under the first 
batch of subprojects and/or (ii) to provide credit guarantees for small energy efficiency projects 
undertaken by ESCOs and other eligible parties subject to the feasibility. study of the credit 
guarantee fund to be undertaken. The loan implementation schedule is provided in the Figure 1.  
 
 



 

6
  

Figure 1: Loan Implementation Schedule 

 
FIL = financial intermediation loan, ESCO = energy service company, ESMS = environmental and social management system. 
Source: Project management arrangements. 
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III. PROJECT MANAGEMENT ARRANGEMENTS 
 
A. Project Implementation Organization 
 
17. HPG will be the executing agency for the project responsible for the overall 
implementation of the project during the 15-year project implementation period. The HPG has 
established the PSC who will provide direction to the overall project implementation. The PSC 
secretariat (PSCS), set up under PSC, has specific responsibilities related to the project 
implementation.  
 
18. The PMO is established under the PSCS to act as the implementing agency and it is 
managed administratively by Hebei Power Demand Side Management and Instruction Center, 
an agency under Hebei Development and Reform Commission. The PMO is expected to have 
dedicated officers specializing on (i) overall project implementation, (ii) procurement, (iii) 
environment and social issues, and (iv) finance and administration. The job descriptions for 
these positions will be prepared by the project preparatory technical assistance (PPTA) 
consultants. The PMO has agreed to fill these positions by 31 December 2011. 
 
B. Project Stakeholders—Roles and Responsibilities 
 

Project Stakeholders Management Roles and Responsibilities  
Project steering committee  Guides and coordinates for key issues of project preparation and 

implementation. 

Project steering committee 
secretariat  

 Reviews and approves project implementing manual and annual plans timely. 

 Issues regulations and methods about project management fund. 

 Conducts review and approval of subprojects selection. 

 Coordinate project implementation and fund management. 

 Approves the operating procedures for IDA, including the reward mechanism 
for first batch of subprojects and the establishment of credit guarantee 
mechanism. The credit guarantee mechanism will be considered only if it is 
found to be feasible.  

Hebei Development and 
Reform Commission 

 Formulates the project management regulation. 

 Selects and screens subprojects. 

 Reviews and approves feasibility studies of subprojects. 

 Prepares and submits project fund utilization plan for NDRC approval. 

Hebei Provincial Finance 
Bureau 

 Submits withdrawal applications to ADB. 

 Establishes the RMB account and its subaccounts (i.e., REF account and the 
IDA) at the Huaxia Bank. 

 Formulates project fund management regulations, covering onlending, 
withdrawal, disbursement, repayment of project fund, and RMB account 
management agreement. 

 Enter into RMB account management agreement with Huaxia Bank. 

 Finalize the operating procedures for the operation of REF account and IDA 
account.  

 Manages counterguarantees, securitization and collaterals for subloans for the 
first batch of subprojects. 

 Approves and signs the subloan agreement. 

 Approves subloan disbursements. 

 Undertakes the annual audit of project account, including the (US Dollar 
account and RMB account including REF account and IDA. 

Project management office  Reviews and assesses subproject applications according to the selection 
criteria and approval process for subprojects. 

 Implements ESMS and ensures environmental and social safeguards 
compliances of all subprojects under the project. 

 Organizes and coordinates the project implementation. 

 Providing adequate staff, budget and training to staff responsible for 
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implementing the ESMS. 

 Monitors the implementation progress of subprojects. 

 Certify the achievement of milestones mentioned in the respective subloan 
agreements for the purpose of subloan disbursement. 

 Prepares the operating procedures for IDA, including the reward mechanism 
for first batch of subprojects  and the guarantee mechanism for subsequent 
batches of  subprojects. 

 Coordinates measurement and verification of energy savings and emission 
reduction of completed subprojects. 

 Undertakes subproject completion inspection. 

 Solicits proposals for candidate for subsequent batches of subprojects to be 
financed by REF. 

 Submits all reporting requirements to ADB and retains supporting 
documentation. 

 Reviews and approves the procurement of goods and works to ensure 
compliance with the procurement manual. 

 Undertakes the technical due diligence of the energy efficiency projects 
seeking credit guarantees from the guarantee facility. 

 Enters into subproject agreements with subborrowers regarding the subproject 
implementation and subloan agreement.  

Financing Intermediary  
(Huaxia Bank)  

 Assists the PMO with onlending to subborrowers.  

 Disburses the subloans as per the agreement reached with HFB after verifying 
the eligibility of the payments. 

 Manages cash flows on disbursement, interest payment and principal 
repayment. 

 Monitors nonperforming subloans. 

 Submits monthly reports to PMO and HFB on subloan disbursements and 
repayment. 

 Conducts financial due diligence on new subprojects and creditworthiness 
analysis on the subsequent batches of subprojects to be financed by REF. 

 Recommends to PMO, in approving or rejecting, subproject applications from 
financial due diligence of subborrowers for subsequent batches of subprojects. 

 May consider providing cofinancing to subsequent batches of subprojects. 

Subborrowers  Implement subprojects in accordance with the subloan agreements. 

 Ensures the subprojects comply with the EMP pertaining to the subproject and 
other requirement to be fulfilled by subborrowers under the ESMS. 

 Undertakes the procurement of goods and works in compliance with the 
procurement manual.  

Asian Development Bank  Development partner and provides guidance to HPG and oversees 
implementation. 

 Reviews the project implementation of the ADB loan. 

 Provides guidance and technical assistance, as needed, in establishing the 
credit guarantee fund, if HPG decides to proceed with the establishment of 
credit guarantee fund. 

 Monitors implementation of ESMS, reviews the safeguards monitoring report 
and ensures that HPG/PMO act on noncompliance issues, as required. 

ADB = Asian Development Bank, EMP = environmental management plan, ESCO = energy service company, ESMS 
= environmental and social management system, HFB = Hebei Provincial Finance Bureau, HPG = Hebei provincial 
government, IDA = interest difference account, NDRC = National Development and Reform Commission, PMO = 
project management office, REF = revolving escrow fund. 

 
C. Key Persons Involved in Implementation 
 
Executing Agency   

Hebei Provincial Government/Project 
Steering Committee  

Wang Lizhong  
Deputy Director General, Hebei Development and Reform 
Commission 
Director, Project Steering Committee Secretariat 
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Executing Agency   

Hebei Development and Reform 
Commission 

Qiao Xiaolin 
Director, Foreign Capital Division 
Director, Project Management Office 
Email: qiaoxiaolin@126.com 
Phone: +86 311 8860 0051 

Hebei Provincial Finance Department Jin Haizeng 
Director, Foreign Capital Utilization Division  
Email: hbjinhz@163.com  
Phone: +86 311 6665 0703 

Hebei Demand Side Management Center  Chen Gang 
Director, Hebei Power Demand Side Management and 
Instruction Center 
 
Deputy Director, Project Management Office 
Email: chengang8852@163.com 
Phone: +86 311 8718 7950 

Project Management Office Zhao Cui Cui (Ms.) 
Project Management Office Staff 
Email: hebeidsm@126.com 
Phone: +86 311 8718 7961  

 
Mr. Li Qiang  
Project Management Office Staff 
Email: liq20@163.com 
Phone: +86 311 8718 7962 

Financial Intermediary (Huaxia Bank) Zhao Wei (Ms.) 
Vice President 
Shijiazhuang Branch, Huaxia Bank 
Phone: +86 133 1311 8963 
 
Hou Jiangtao 
President, Huaxia Hongqi Subbranch  
Phone: +86 138 3210 0688 
 
Xing Yonghui 
Accounting Manager, Huaxia Hongqi Subbranch  
Phone: +86 139 3217 6867 
Email: zhxwys@163.com 

Subborrowers  

 Tangshan Jianlong Jianzhou Iron and 
Steel Co. Ltd. 

Ding Guangwei 
General Manager 
Phone: +86 136 0338 08372 
Email: dingguangwei@ejianlong.com 

 Hebei Fengmei Coking Co. Ltd. 

Wang Zhongwen 
Chief Accountant 
Phone: +86 13831058760 
Email: caiwuhuwensheng@163.com 

 Hebei Xinglong Grain Biochemical Co. 
Ltd. 

Zheng Anlin 
General Manager 
Phone: +86 131 0300 3558 
Email: yulonggongsi@163.com 

 Hebei Yufeng Enterprises Group Co. Ltd. 
(Hebei Yufeng) 

Zhang Jianfeng 
Vice Chief Engineer, General Manager 
Phone: +86 158 3298 9508 
Email: zjf14801@sina.com 

 Hebei Lianguan Carbon Electrode Co. 
Ltd  

Duan Weigang 
Director of Department 
Phone: +86 137 0318 0460 
Email: 610401463@qq.com 

mailto:hbjinhz@163.com
mailto:zhxwys@163.com
mailto:dingguangwei@ejianlong.com
mailto:yulonggongsi@163.com
mailto:zjf14801@sina.com
mailto:610401463@qq.com
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Executing Agency   

 Julu County Changsheng Textile Co. Ltd. 

Xing Guanghui 
Vice General Manager 
Phone: +86 134 8395 5650 
Email: chsh95599@163.com 

 
 

 Hebei Qianjin Iron and Steel Group Co. 
Ltd. 

Zhou Xing 
Vice General Manager 
Phone: +86 189 3262 6610 
Email: yulonggongsi@163.com 

 China Resources Cangzhou Co-
generation Co. Ltd. 

Zhang Qiang 
Project Engineer  
Phone: +86 155 3281 8255 
Email: czhrzq@163.com 

 Hebei Guangyuan Solar Energy 
Technology Co. Ltd. 

Shhao Dongkun 
Vice General Manager 
Phone: +86 158 3295 6688 
Email: sdk6688@163.com 

ADB  

 
 
 
 
 
Division Director 

Ashok Bhargava 
Director 
Energy Division 
East Asia Department  
Phone No.: +632 632 6387 
Email: abhargava@adb.org 

 

 

 

Mission Leader 

Pradeep Perera 
Senior Energy Specialist, EAEN 
Phone No.: +63 2 632 5830 

Email: pperera@adb.org 

 
IV. COST AND FINANCING 

 
A. Cost Estimates by Expenditure by Category 
 
19. The detailed cost estimates for identified subprojects by expenditure category together 
and allocation of ADB loan proceeds under each subloan is provided in Table 3. The cost 
estimates by expenditure category for the subsequent batches of subprojects will be prepared 
during project implementation.  
 

Table 3: Cost Estimates by Expenditure Category 
 

This information was deemed confidential according to exception number 10, paragraph 126 of 
ADB‘s Public Communication Policy (2005). 
 

B. Summary Cost Estimates 
 
20. The cost estimates by project component are provided in the Table. 4. The cost 
estimates for subsequent batches of subprojects are provisional at this stage. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:chsh95599@163.com
mailto:yulonggongsi@163.com
mailto:czhrzq@163.com
mailto:sdk6688@163.com
mailto:abhargava@adb.org
mailto:pperera@adb.org
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Table 4: Project Investment Plan 
($ million) 

 Selected Subprojects 

Item Amount % 

A. First Batch of Energy Efficiency Projects   
1. Component 1: Industrial energy efficiency projects 

1. Subprojects
 

  
a. Tangshan Jianlong Jianzhou Iron and Steel Co. Ltd. 25.72 14.3 
b. Hebei Fengmei Coking Co. Ltd 41.13 22.9 
c. Hebei Xinglong Grain Biochemical Co. Ltd. 10.68 5.9 
d. Hebei Yufeng Enterprises Group Co. Ltd. 24.39 13.6 
e. Julu County Changsheng Textile Co. Ltd. 3.21 1.8 
f. Hebei Lianguan Carbon Electrode Co. Ltd. 9.00 5.0 
g. Hebei Qianjin Iron and Steel Group Co. Ltd 11.51 6.4 
h. China Resources Cangzhou Co-generation Co. Ltd. 20.81 11.6 

2. Contingencies 9.00 5.0 
3. Financing charges during development

a
 2.15 1.2 

Subtotal (A1) 157.61 87.8 
2. Component 2:

b 
Energy service company projects   

1. Hebei Guangyuan Solar Energy Technology Co. Ltd. 21.96 12.2 
Subtotal (A2)

 
179.57 100.0 

Subtotal (A)   
B. Subsequent Batches of Energy Efficiency Projects

 
400.00  

Total (A+B) 579.57 100.0 
a 

Includes interest during construction and commitment charges during implementation of subloans 
levied by the Huaxia Bank. 

b 
The base cost includes duties and taxes. Asian Development Bank will finance $13 million of taxes 
and duties. This is not considered to be excessive and is in compliance with the country cost-sharing 
ceiling and financing parameters for the People‘s Republic of China, approved on 17 March 2011.  

Note: Numbers may not sum precisely because of rounding.
 

Source: Asian Development Bank staff estimates. 

 
C. Detailed Cost Estimates by Financier 
 
21. The subloan amounts, under component 1, are limited to a maximum of 75% of the 
investment cost of each subproject. ADB will finance up to 100% of subloan amount for the first 
batch of subprojects. The financing from REF, for subsequent batches of subprojects would be 
maintained at around 50%. It is expected that REF will be fully revolved about two times which 
would enable additional lending of approximately $200 million and total investments of $400 
million being mobilized for the subsequent batches of subprojects. The ADB financing under 
each subloan would be up to 100% of subloan amount. 
 

Table 5: Financing Plan 
($ million) 

  
Selected Subprojects 

Source Amount % 

A. First Batch of Energy Efficiency Projects   
1. Component 1: Industrial Energy Efficiency Projects 

a. Asian Development Bank 88.0 55.8 
b. Counterpart financing   

(i) Equity 66.7 42.3 
(ii) Domestic loan 2.9 1.8 

Subtotal (A1) 157.6 100.0 
2. Component 2: Energy Service Company Projects 

a. Asian Development Bank 12.0 54.5 
b. Counterpart financing   

(i) Commercial banks   
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Selected Subprojects 

Source Amount % 

(ii) ESCO/host companies 10.0 45.5 
Subtotal (A2) 22.0 100.0 

Subtotal (A) 179.6 100.0 
B. Subsequent Batches of Energy Efficiency Projects  

a. Revolving Escrow Fund 200.0  
(i) Equity 100.0  

(ii) Commercial banks 100.0  
Subtotal (B) 400.0  

Total (A+B) 579.6  

% = percentage, ESCO = energy service company. 
Note: Numbers may not sum precisely because of rounding. 
Sources: Asian Development Bank estimates. 

 
D. Contract and Disbursement S-Curve 
 
22. The projected ADB loan disbursement schedule for identified subprojects under 
components 1 and 2 is provided in Table 6.  
 

Table 6: Contract Award and Disbursement Schedule for Identified Subprojects 
 

This information was deemed confidential according to exception number 10, paragraph 126 of 
ADB‘s Public Communication Policy (2005). 
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Figure 2: Cumulative Disbursement S-Curve 

  
Source: Asian Development Bank staff estimates. 

 
E. Special Features of Financial Intermediary Loan Structure 
 
23. The proposed project will be implemented using the FIL modality. The Ministry of 
Finance (MOF) will onlend the ADB loan proceeds to HPG on the same terms and conditions as 
the loan between ADB and the PRC. The loan proceeds will be onlent to the subborrowers 
using the RMB account established at the financial intermediary. The HFB will enter into RMB 
account management agreement with the selected financial intermediary (i.e., Huaxia Bank) 
regarding the operation clearly laying out the roles and responsibilities of HFB and Huaxia Bank 
with respect to the management of RMB account. ADB will be provided an opportunity to review 
and comment on this agreement before it is finalized. The signing of RMB accounting 
management agreement will be a condition precedent for ADB loan effectiveness.  
 
24. The Huaxia Bank would pay interest on the daily balance of RMB account at the interest 
rate applicable to demand deposits. The subloan interest rate will be the higher (i) the interest 
rate payable by HPG to MOF, and (ii) 90% of the prime rate of the same term as the regulated 
by the Peoples Bank of China. HFB will bear the risks of currency exchange and subloans 
interest rate fluctuations. To maximize the benefit from the revolving nature of the financing, the 
term of each subloan will be no more than 5 years, including a grace period of 3 years. 
 
25. The HFB will establish two separate subaccounts under the RMB account for managing 
the (i) principal repayment (REF account), and (ii) IDA for the interest differential between the 
interests levied on subloans (denominated in CNY) and the interest payments on London 
interbank offered rate (LIBOR)-based ADB loan ($ denominated). The accumulated cash 
balance of this account may be, used (i) to provide rewards for the subborrowers, and (ii) to 
establish a credit guarantee fund (CGF) to provide credit guarantees for small-scale energy 
efficiency projects developed by ESCOs and other parties. The REF account will be used for 
financing the subsequent batches of subprojects as described in para. 10. A fund flow diagram 
is provided in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Fund Flow Diagram  
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26. The RMB account will ensure that the ADB loan proceeds, as well as interest payments 
and principal repayments from the subborrowers are not commingled with the other funds being 
administered by Huaxia Bank. This will ensure that the account is kept distinct from Huaxia 
Bank‘s own assets and provide protection against adverse results from other Huaxia Bank 
financial operations. The loan funds will be maintained, under an escrow arrangement between 
HFB and Huaxia Bank.  
 

27. The subborrowers will enter into subproject agreements with the PMO regarding the 
implementation arrangements of each subproject. In addition, the subloan agreements, with 
respect to each subproject, will be signed between the HFB, Huaxia Bank, borrower, and the 
guarantors of subloans. The submission of subproject agreement and subloan agreement is a 
condition for disbursement of ADB loan proceeds with respect to a particular subloan. The 
subproject agreements will contain appropriate subproject milestones to be achieved by 
subborrowers during subproject implementation and achievement of these milestones would be 
monitored by the PMO. The subloan disbursement schedule included in the subloan agreement 
should be based on this subproject milestone schedule. The milestones will be closely related to 
the payment schedule of eligible contract packages for goods and woks included in the 
Procurement Plan. The PMO is required to obtain ADB‘s no objection for the subproject 
milestone schedule for the first batch of subprojects before entering into sub loan agreements. . 
 

V. FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
 
A. Financial Management Assessment 
 
28. Huaxia Bank, Shijiazhuang Branch is responsible for managing the loan account and 
onlending to subborrowers and will take full responsibility to ensure adequate financial and 
accounting capacity. It has designated Hongqi Subbranch as the operation manager of the 
escrow account, interest account, and subborrower‘s special accounts. While the financial staff 
of Huaxia are experienced and qualified for the existing financial management requirement, 
more training is needed to implement the proposed ADB project, particularly on ADB 

IADB =interest on ADB loan, IS1= interest on subloan (component 1), IS2= interest on 
subloan (subsequent batches of subprojects), LADB = Asian Development Bank loan 
disbursement, Ls1 = subloan disbursement (component 1), Ls2 = subloan disbursement 
for subsequent batches of subprojects, PADB = principal repayment of ADB loan, Ps1 = 
subloan principal repayment (component 1 & 2), Ps2 = subloan principal repayment for 
subsequent batches. 
Source: Asian Development Bank staff estimates. 
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procedures including loan disbursement and repayment, and interest differential reporting since 
the ADB loan is new to them. As a listed company, Huaxia follows the PRC‘s relevant 
accounting principles and policies issued by MOF, which are commonly used nationwide and in 
consistence with international accounting standards in most aspects. The current accounting 
records and statements are adequate to meet the national standards. 
 
29. Huaxia Bank will submit to HFB and the PMO monthly financial reports. The PMO will 
compile the consolidated project accounts and related financial statements. Huaxia will provide 
necessary financial summary information on: (i) each account‘s periodic transaction details and 
balance, including the US Dollar account, RMB account including the REF account and IDA 
maintained in Huaxia Bank; (ii) subloans‘ withdraw progress; (iii) interest difference report. The 
subborrowers are required to submit to HFB the (i) procurement contracts approved by PMO, 
and (ii) invoices under the approved procurement contracts paid using subloan proceeds. 
Consistency check will be conducted by HFB between invoices, procurement contracts, and 
subloan agreements. 
 
30. An assessment based on the completed financial management assessment 
questionnaire, supplemented by the submission of relevant documents and interviews with key 
finance staff were done for each subproject sponsor. The assessment indicates that accrual 
basis accounting and PRC enterprise accounting standards, which are patterned after the 
international accounting standards, are followed. The accounting procedures currently used by 
the companies are aligned with the regulations and policies issued by the MOF, and are 
considered effective and adequate for the project. The functions related to the authorization, 
payment, and recording of financial transactions and asset management are well separated.  

 
31. All companies use computerized accounting system, except for one company, Hebei 
Guangyuan Solar Energy Technology Co. Ltd., which currently uses manual/standalone 
accounting system supplemented by institutional arrangements for management review. This 
company agreed to implement a computerized accounting system prior to the implementation of 
the subproject. A complete set of accounting procedures for processing and recording financial 
transactions is in place and in compliance with PRC‘s regulations. Internal control is effective. 
Five companies have internal audit groups, either as a separate group within the company, or 
with the parent company, which designate internal auditors to conduct internal audit and report 
to the board periodically or as needed. The other four companies have indicated that they will 
set up an internal audit group or appoint an internal auditor should it be necessary. Financial 
statements are regularly audited by external auditors and submitted to reporting authorities not 
later than the mandatory submission period. One company, China Resource Cangzhou Co-
generation Co. Ltd., has its financial statements audited by an international accounting firm. 
 
32. The nine subproject companies have generally implemented rigorous budgeting 
systems, which cover both financial and physical targets and include sufficient details of the 
company‘s activities. Monitoring of actual performance versus targets is done on a regular 
basis. The companies‘ organizational structures are generally adequate for the project. The 
current accounting departments and their staff can be considered suitable and adequate for the 
project. Additionally, the companies have organized teams on project management, including 
procurement, disbursement, and construction management, among their functions. All 
companies do not have any previous experience in dealing with ADB or other international 
finance institutions. Training in project management, as well as in ADB's guidelines and 
procedures on procurement and disbursement and on safeguard mechanisms, has been 
identified as areas for improvement.  
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B. Disbursement 
 
33. Disbursements will be in accordance with ADB‘s Loan Disbursement Handbook (2007, 
as amended from time to time) 12  and detailed arrangement agreed upon between the 
Government and ADB. Pursuant to ADB‘s Safeguard Policy Statement (2009) (SPS),13 ADB 
funds may not be applied to the activities described in the ADB Prohibited Investment Activities 
List set forth in Annex 3, Appendix 7. The PMO and financial institutions will ensure that their 
investments are in compliance with applicable national laws and regulations and will apply the 
prohibited investment activities list to subprojects financed by ADB.  
 
34. The special disbursement guidelines applicable to this FIL are described in the 
disbursement guidelines (Appendix 3). The loan proceeds will be paid through HFB‘s special 
account (US Dollar Account) that will be set up by HFB upon loan effectiveness at Huaxia Bank. 
HFB will convert the loan proceeds to CNY and transfer to subborrower‘s account and 
maintained at Huaxia Bank within 5 working days of receipt of ADB loan proceeds.  
 
35. The HFB will submit withdrawal request after confirming the achievement of milestones 
specified in each subloan agreement. The initial withdrawal request, with respect to a particular 
subloan, will be submitted supported by a summary sheet using simultaneous application for 
subloan approval and withdrawal (SAW) procedure (footnote 12). Approval of each subproject 
by ADB is required before a withdrawal application is submitted with respect to a particular 
subloan. The subprojects listed in Table 1 for component 1 and the identified subproject under 
component 2 are deemed to have been approved by ADB. Any other subproject would require 
separate approval by ADB. It is expected that several withdrawal applications would have to be 
submitted for each subloan depending on the disbursement schedule of the subloan.  
 
36. Retroactive financing will be considered for eligible expenses incurred by subborrowers 
with respect to contract packages that are eligible for financing, under ADB loan, and for which 
approval for advanced contracts has been granted under the procurement plan. The amount of 
retroactive financing will be limited to 20% of the total ADB loan amount and for expenses 
incurred within 6 months of the signing of ADB loan agreement.  
 
C. Accounting  
 
37. The Huaxia Bank, PMO, and each subborrower will maintain separate accounts and 
records by funding source for all expenditures incurred on the project. Huaxia Bank will submit 
to HFB and the PMO monthly financial reports. HPG will compile the consolidated project 
accounts and related financial statements. Project accounts will follow international accounting 
principles and practices prescribed by the accounting law of the PRC. 
 
D. Auditing 
 
38. HPG will cause the detailed consolidated project accounts to be audited in accordance 
with international standards on auditing by an auditor acceptable to ADB. The audited accounts 
will be submitted in the English language to ADB within 6 months of the end of the fiscal year by 
the executing agency. The annual audit report will include a separate audit opinion on (i) US 
dollar account (ii) RMB account, (iii) REF account, and (iv) IDA. The HPG and PMO have been 
made aware of ADB‘s policy on delayed submission, and the requirements for satisfactory and 

                                                
12

 Available at: http://www.adb.org/Documents/Handbooks/Loan Disbursement/loan-disbursement-final.pdf 
13

 ADB. 2009. Safeguard Policy Statement. Manila. 

http://www.adb.org/Documents/Handbooks/Loan
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acceptable quality of the audited accounts. ADB reserves the right to verify the project's 
financial accounts to confirm that the share of ADB‘s financing is used in accordance with ADB‘s 
policies and procedures.   
 

VI. PROCUREMENT AND CONSULTING SERVICES 
 
A. Advance Contracting and Retroactive Financing 
 
39. Advance contracting. Advance contracting means the initiating of contracting including 
signing of contracts prior to the signing of loan agreement with ADB. To expedite the subproject 
implementation ADB has approved advanced contracting on 21 October 2011. It is intended that 
advanced contracting will be carried out with respect to all subprojects listed in the procurement 
plan.  
 
40. Retroactive financing. The executing agency has also requested approval for 
retroactive financing to apply for the ADB loan. Except otherwise stated, the expenditure 
incurred for procuring equipment, civil works by any of the approved subproject owners with 
respect to contract packages that are listed for ADB financing will be eligible for retroactive 
financing subject to following conditions (i) the expenses are incurred within 6 months of the 
signing of ADB loan agreement, and (ii) the amount of retroactive financing does not exceed 
20% of the total ADB loan amount. Retroactive financing has been approved on 21 October 
2011.  
 
41. All advance contracting and retroactive financing will be undertaken in accordance with 
ADB‘s Procurement Guidelines (2010, as amended from time to time). A procurement capacity 
assessment of the PMO and the subborrowers have been undertaken and it has confirmed that 
PMO and the subborrowers have adequate capacity to undertake advance contracting and 
retroactive financing with the capacity building provided by PPTA consultants. The issuance of 
bid, under advance contracting and provision of retroactive financing, will be subject to ADB 
management approval. The borrower and executing and implementing agencies have been 
advised that approval of advanced contracting and retroactive financing does not commit ADB 
to finance the project. 
  
B. Procurement of Goods and Services 
 
42. Procurement will be done in accordance with ADB‘s Procurement Guidelines applicable 
to FILs, and adopt appropriate procedures, including (i) payment of reasonable prices, and (ii) 
fair canvassing when selecting suppliers. Procurement must be from ADB member countries. 
Subborrowers will be encouraged to procure goods through competitive bidding or shopping 
when such procedures are most appropriate in the interest of economy and efficiency. A 
procurement manual (Appendix 4) has been prepared to describe the special procurement 
method (FIL/national competitive bidding) that will be used for contract packages having a value 
less than $10 million. The procurement activities need to follow the approved procedure outlined 
in the procurement manual for the procurement activities undertaken under the special 
procurement arrangements provided for FIL. For contract packages not covered by the special 
procurement method (FIL/national competitive bidding), the standard procurement methods as 
described in ADB‘s Procurement Guidelines will apply.  
 
43. The subborrowers are required to select a tendering agent approved by PMO and 
acceptable to ADB. The first contract package bided out for goods and works are subject to 
prior review by ADB and the bidding documents acceptable to ADB. The contract packages, in 
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excess of $10 million, will be subject to international competitive bidding procedures and prior 
review by ADB. The procurement plan for approved subprojects to be implemented under 
component 1 is provided in Appendix 5. The subprojects, to be financed under component 2, is 
not required to follow the procurement manual as subborrowers (ESCO) are acting as the 
service providers to third parties. 
 
C. Consultants’ Terms of Reference 
 
44. Based on the readiness of the initial subprojects, in the first batch of the FIL, there is no 
need for implementation consultants. If there is a need for consultants to undertake due 
diligence, for subsequent batches subprojects to be financed by REF, and prepare the operating 
guidelines for CGF for the third component, they will be recruited by the PMO using the 
counterpart funds. However, if there is a need during loan implementation to recruit consultants, 
using the loan proceeds, any recruitment would be undertaken in accordance with ADB's 
Guidelines on the Use of Consultants (2010, as amended from time to time). 
 

VII. SAFEGUARDS  
 
A. Environment Impacts 
 
45. The identified subprojects, under components 1 and 2, have been screened in 
accordance with ADB‘s environment screening procedures. All the identified subprojects except 
Hebei Qianjin Iron and Steel Group Co. Ltd. and Hebei Guangyuan Solar Energy Technology 
Co. Ltd. have been categorized as category B and the above mentioned two projects have been 
categorized as category C. All category B subprojects have been approved by Hebei Provincial 
Environment Protection Agency based on environmental impact assessment forms prepared by 
subborrowers as required under domestic requirements. Separate initial environmental 
examination (IEE) reports have been prepared for category B subprojects in accordance with 
ADB‘s SPS and summarized in the draft project IEE (PIEE). The consolidated environmental 
management plan (EMP) for category B subprojects is in Appendix 6. The PMO is responsible 
for ensuring the provisions of PIEE and especially the EMP is implemented by each 
subborrower during subproject construction and subsequent operation.  
 
46. In addition, an environmental and social management system (ESMS) will be 
established and maintained as part of HPG‘s overall management system, in relation to the 
ADB loan project, in order to meet national laws and ADB environmental and social safeguard 
requirements for FIL as per ADB‘s SPS. The ESMS has been prepared (Appendix 7). It guides 
the PMO as PMO takes on its responsibility of appraising the future subprojects under the FIL. 
HPG and PMO has (i) agreed to adopt ESMS prior to loan effectiveness, including the funding 
and recruitment of a full time staff position for an environmental and social safeguards manager 
in the PMO to help ensure that the final ESMS be enforced throughout the 15-years tenure of 
this FIL; (ii) committed to enforce the PIEE including the EMP; and (iii) agreed to update the 
EMP as appropriate during the project implementation to include any new subprojects included 
in the future. 
 
47. Environmental and social performance will be evaluated on an annual basis. The PMO 
will ensure that the subproject company prepares and submits an environmental and social 
safeguards monitoring report, including an update of the EMP, and will review and assess the 
subproject's performance on environmental and social safeguards issues. Outline for a 
subproject environmental and social safeguard monitoring report is provided in Annex 7 of 
ESMS. 
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48. Based on the review of the monitoring reports for environment category B projects 
prepared by the subproject companies, the safeguards manager will prepare an annual ESMS 
implementation report in the format set out in Appendix 8 of ESMS, and submit it to ADB.  
 
49. Grievance redress mechanism is addressed through separate arrangement by PMO for 
the whole project by setting up a formal web-based platform to provide a systematic, 
transparent and timely process for receiving, evaluating and addressing affected peoples 
project-related complaints and grievances. The grievance redress mechanism will be open to all 
project affected people, regardless of the nature of their complaint and should be gender 
responsive, culturally appropriate, and readily accessible to all segments of the affected people 
at no costs and without retribution. 
 
B. Social Impact 

50. The subproject selection criteria explicitly exclude subprojects having (i) any land 
acquisition or housing demolition, and (ii) subprojects having adverse impacts on ethnic 
minorities. The PMO is required to ensure that this requirement is met during the screening of 
the subprojects to be identified as required in the ESMS. The identified subprojects do not have 
any social impacts related to ADB‘s involuntary resettlement and indigenous peoples policy 
requirements. 
  

VIII. GENDER AND SOCIAL DIMENSIONS 
 
51. The PMO is expected to ensure the relevant labor laws and occupational health and 
standards are complied with by all the subborrowers. The occupational health and safety 
procedures adopted by identified subborrowers and their compliance with relevant domestic 
laws and regulations have been assessed and found to be adequate. The subprojects resulting 
in labor retrenchment and redundancies due to introduction of new technologies will not be 
included in the project. This is included in subproject selection criteria and the PMO is expected 
to ensure this requirement with respect to future subprojects. The due diligence on possible 
labor retrenchment, in the identified subprojects, was undertaken and it was found that any 
affected workers will be redeployed within the same factory. The subborrowers are expected to 
provide equal opportunities to female workers and improve the working conditions of female 
workers as a result of efficiency improvements achieved under the project.  

 
IX. PERFORMANCE MONITORING, EVALUATION, REPORTING AND 

COMMUNICATION 
 
A. Project Design and Monitoring Framework 

Design Summary 
Performance Targets and 

Indicators 

Data Sources and 
Reporting 

Mechanisms  
Assumptions  

and Risks  

Impact 
Improved energy 
efficiency and 
emission reduction 
in Hebei Province  

 
Energy intensity reduced to 
1.078 tce by 2020 compared 
with 1.585 tce in 2010  
 
Unit energy consumption for 
steel manufacturing reduced 
to less than 0.500 tce/t in 
2020 from 0.565 tce/t in 2010  
 

 
Hebei Statistics 
Year Book 
 
Hebei 
Environmental 
Protection Bureau 
annual reports 
 

Assumptions 
Energy efficiency 
improvements in 
industries 
mainstreamed. 
 
Policy framework 
strengthened, 
encouraging larger 
investments. 
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Design Summary 
Performance Targets and 

Indicators 

Data Sources and 
Reporting 

Mechanisms  
Assumptions  

and Risks  

SO2 emissions reduced by at 
least 12% by 2020 compared 
to 2010 
 

 
Structural shift to less 
energy-intensive 
economic sectors.   
 
Risk 
Delay in global 
agreement on GHG 
mitigation deprioritizes 
energy efficiency 
endeavors in the PRC. 

Outcome 
Increased 
investments in 
energy efficiency in 
Hebei Province 

 
The project achieves annual 
energy saving of at least 
260,000 tce by 2017   
 
The project results in 
avoidance of  annual 
emissions by 2016:  

(i) CO2: 668,669 t 
(ii) SO2: 1,582 t  

 
Additional $200 million 
investment committed for the 
second batch subprojects by 
2017 
 
 

 
Hebei Statistics 
Year Book 
 
HDRC Resource 
Conservation 
Department data 
 
Hebei Power 
Demand Side 
Management and 
Instruction Center 
data and reports 
 
 

Assumptions 
Continued investments 
in energy efficiency by 
industries. 
 
Continuation of policies 
encouraging industrial 
energy efficiency 
investments.  
 
Commercial banks debt 
financing available for 
future subprojects 
leveraging the REF.  
 
Risks 
Lack of interest from 
commercial banks in 
debt financing. 
 
Delays in the selection of 
future subprojects by the 
PMO.   

Outputs 
1. Component 1: 

Industrial energy 
efficiency projects 
implemented 

 
 
 
  
2. Component 2: 

ESCO projects 
implemented  

 
Successful implementation of 
industrial energy projects by 
2016  
 
REF is successfully 
established and PMO 
capacity strengthened by 
2013 
 
Successful completion of pilot 
ESCO with total contracts in 
excess of CNY140 million by 
2016  
 
Commercial bank financing to 
ESCO projects enabled by 
2016 
 

 
Project completion 
report, midterm 
review mission  
 
Energy audit report 
of selected 
subprojects 
 
 
 
 
 

Assumptions 
Timely implementation of 
subprojects realizing 
estimated energy 
savings 
 
Adequate capacity in the 
PMO and subborrowers 
to implement 
subprojects  
 
Selected ESCO 
performs satisfactorily  
 
Risk 
Lack of capacity in the 
PMO to implement the 
ESMS satisfactorily  
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Activities with Milestones  Inputs 

1. Implement industrial energy efficiency projects  
1.1 Subprojects selected and receive required approvals by 

September 2011. 
1.2 Operationalize the ESMS by March 2012 in a manner 

acceptable to ADB. 
1.3 Establish institutional arrangements through Huaxia Bank 

to channel ADB loans to the demonstration projects by 
December 2011. 

1.4 Undertake the procurement of goods and services and 
successfully implement the demonstration projects by 
March 2013. 

1.5 Implementation of subprojects by subborrowers by 
December 2014.  

1.6 Prepare technical appraisal manual to be used in 
undertaking feasibility studies and appraising energy 
efficiency subprojects in selected industrial subsectors by 
December 2013. 

1.7 Finalize the selection and approval of second batch 
subprojects by December 2015.  

1.8 Finalize the financing arrangements for the second batch 
of subprojects, including the cofinancing, by June 2016.  

2. Implement energy service company projects  
2.1 Successfully finance and implement the pilot ESCO 

project by December 2014. 
2.2 Undertake the feasibility of establishing a guarantee 

facility for ESCO projects by December 2012. 

Loan 

ADB: $100.0 million 

Item                        Amount  
                                               ($ million) 

Component 1                              88.0  

Component 2                              12.0 

 

Subborrowers : 76.7 million                     

Item                        Amount  
                                               ($ million) 

Component 1                               66.7 

Component 2                              10.0 

 

Commercial Banks : $ 2.9 million 

Item                        Amount  
                                               ($ million) 

Component 1                               2.9 

ADB = Asian Development Bank, CO2 = carbon dioxide, ESCO = energy service company, ESMS = environmental and social 
management system, GHG = greenhouse gas, HDRC = Hebei Development and Reform Commission, PMO = project 
management office, PRC = People‘s Republic of China, REF = revolving escrow fund, SO2 = sulfur dioxide, tce/t = ton of coal 
equivalent per ton. 
Source: Asian Development Bank estimates. 

 
B. Monitoring 

52. The project performance will be monitored through the project performance 
management system (PPMS). The project implementation period is 15 years and loan 
implementation period is 5 years from the date of loan effectiveness. The estimated loan closing 
date is 30 June 2017 and the project completion date is 31 December 2027. The PMO will 
establish a PPMS in a form acceptable to ADB to monitor the progress in project 
implementation during the loan implementation period. The PPMS will ensure the monitoring of 
project‘s impacts, outcomes and outputs with respect to the performance targets set forth in the 
design and monitoring framework.  
 
53. The PMO will prepare semi annual progress reports in a format acceptable to ADB and 
submit these reports within 30 days of the end of each semi-annual period. These reports will 
provide (i) a narrative description of progress in project implementation, (ii) any changes to the 
subproject implementation schedule, (iii) problems or difficulties encountered, (iv) work to be 
carried out in the next 6 months with respect to each component and subproject, and (v) 
compliance with ESMS, and EMPs prepared for subprojects. The progress report will also report 
summary statement of REF, interest difference account, and any new subloans approved.  
 
54. Compliance monitoring. The compliance status of loan and project covenants, 
including provisions with the ESMS and EMP will be reported and assessed through the semi-
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annual progress reports and verified by ADB review missions. The PMO will also monitor the 
new employment opportunities created for female workers as a result of the investments 
mobilized under the project.  
 
C. Evaluation 

55. ADB and the Government will review the project implementation jointly at least once a 
year. In addition, ADB and the Government will undertake a comprehensive midterm review 3 
years after the start of project implementation. This midterm review will include a detailed 
evaluation of the scope, implementation arrangements, achievement of scheduled targets, 
progress on engaging subsequent batch of subprojects to be financed by REF, and 
establishment of guarantee facility under component 2 and rollover of funds.  
 
D. Reporting 

56. The PMO will provide, during the loan implementation period, ADB with (i) semi-annual 
progress reports, (ii) consolidated annual report of the loan implementation period describing 
the (a) progress achieved in project output performance indicators, (b) key implementation 
issues and solutions, (c) updated procurement plan, and (d) updated implementation plan for 
the next 12 months. The template to be used in preparing quarterly and annual progress reports 
is in Appendix 8; and (iii) project completion report within 6 months of loan completion. Table 7 
summarizes the key reporting requirements during project implementation. 
 

Table 7: Summary of Key Reporting Requirements During Implementation 
 
 
Name of Report/Documents 

 
 
Timing of Reporting 

Remarks/Record of 
Reports 

Submission 

Semi annual  progress reports on project 
implementation, with the fourth quarter 
reports serving as the annual reports for the 
years concerned 

Every 6  months until loan completion. 
Thereafter, it will be only the annual report 
  
 

 

 
Project completion report 

Within 6 months after the physical 
completion of the project 

 

Audited financial statements and audited 
project accounts 
 
Auditor's report (including auditor's opinion 
on statement of expenditures) 

Before 30 June of each year from 2012 
throughout the loan implementation period 

 

Categorization, audit and subproject 
selection report 

As and when each subproject under 
the financial intermediation loan is selected 
during the loan implementation period 

 

Initial environmental examination reports 
and environment and social due diligence 
reports of host facilities 

As and when each subproject under  
the financial intermediation loan is selected 
during the loan implementation period 

 

Annual ESMS and EMP implementation 
report 

Once a year covering all subprojects until 
loan completion, including the compliance 
with EMP and ESMS requirements. 

 

EMP = environmental management plan, ESMS = environmental and social management system. 
Source: Asian Development Bank staff estimates. 
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E. Stakeholder Communication Strategy  
 
57. Hebei Province has decided to establish an integrated energy efficiency monitoring, 
supervision, and information dissemination platform to help meet the needs of timely, consistent 
and accurate reporting of energy consumption trends both geographically by prefecture and 
among key energy-consuming enterprises. The platform will help ensure the quality and 
consistency of the data, improve the capacity to provide early warning of potential problems, 
expand the scope of energy efficiency monitoring and supervision to a larger number of 
enterprises and municipalities, and provide a feedback loop to enterprises and government 
agencies on the effectiveness of their energy efficiency programs.  
 
58. Features of the proposed stakeholder communication platform will include collection 
(preferably automated) of the energy consumption data in key energy consuming enterprises 
based on the consistent data collection and verification protocols, a standard reporting system, 
and a portal for sharing knowledge and information on a range of topics, including successful 
case studies, new regulations and government guidelines, training course offerings, and the 
information on new technologies.   
 

X. ANTICORRUPTION POLICY 
 
59. ADB‘s Anticorruption Policy (1998, as amended to date) was explained to and discussed 
with the Government, HPG, PMO, and financial intermediary. Consistent with its commitment to 
good governance, accountability, and transparency, ADB reserves the right to investigate, 
directly or through its agents, any alleged corrupt, fraudulent, collusive, or coercive practices 
relating to the project. To support these efforts, relevant provisions of ADB‘s Anticorruption 
Policy are included in the loan regulations and bidding documents under the project. In 
particular, all contracts financed by ADB in connection with the project shall include provisions 
specifying the right of ADB to audit and examine the records and accounts of the financial 
intermediary, PMO, subborrowers, and all contractors, suppliers, consultants, and other service 
providers as they relate to the project. In addition, the following characteristics of the project 
promote transparency and strengthen governance: (i) dual scrutiny of the subprojects (technical, 
economic, environmental, and social by the PMO; and financial by financial intermediary); (ii) 
the use of agreement (between HPG and financial intermediary), and subloan and subproject 
agreements; and (iii) an information campaign to be carried out by the PMO to inform 
enterprises and other large energy consumers about the project and their entitlements. 
 

XI. ACCOUNTABILITY MECHANISM 
 
60. People who are, or may in the future be, adversely affected by the project may submit 
complaints to ADB‘s Accountability Mechanism. The Accountability Mechanism provides an 
independent forum and process whereby people adversely affected by ADB-assisted projects 
can voice, and seek a resolution of their problems, as well as report alleged violations of ADB‘s 
operational policies and procedures. Before submitting a complaint to the Accountability 
Mechanism, affected people should make a good faith effort to solve their problems by working 
with the concerned ADB operations department. Only after doing that, and if they are still 
dissatisfied, should they approach the Accountability Mechanism.14 
 
 
 

                                                
14

 For further information see: http://compliance.adb.org/. 

http://compliance.adb.org/
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XII. RECORD OF PROJECT ADMINISTRATION MANUAL CHANGES  
 
61. All revisions/updates during course of implementation should be retained in this section 
to provide a chronological history of changes to implemented arrangements recorded in the 
project administration manual.  
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF IDENTIFIED SUBPROJECTS UNDER COMPONENT 1 
 
1. Tangshan Jianlong Jianzhou Iron and Steel Co. Ltd. (Tangshan Jianlong). 
Tangshan Jianlong‘s main products include rolled strips, cold rolled strips and high grade 
welded pipe with production capacity of 1 million tons (mt) of hot rolled strips, 500 kilotons (kT) 
of cold rolled stripe, 260 kT of steel tubes, and 800 kT of coke per year in 2010.  
 
2. Tangshan Jianlong currently operates two 4.3 meter (2 x 63 holes) tamping coke ovens 
with an annual production capacity of 96.6 tons per hour (t/h), which are followed by 
conventional wet quenching. The proposed project will install a coke dry quenching (CDQ) 
system of 105 t/h capacity (nominal capacity 110 t/h) to recover the sensible heat of red-hot 
coke (around 1,000°C) discharged from a coke oven to generate steam via a high 
temperature/high pressure (9.5 megapascal [Mpa]) waste recovery boiler of 54.1 t/h capacity to 
drive a 15 megawatt (MW) turbine generator. Once in full operation, the subproject is expected 
to result in an annual energy savings of approximately 25,356 ton of coal equivalent per year 
(tce/y), carbon dioxide (CO2) emission reduction of approximately 26,874 ton per year (t/y), and 
sulfur dioxide (SO2) emission reduction of 90 t/y. 
 
3. The treatment using inert gas by a closed loop system makes it possible to prevent 
atmospheric pollution caused by dust generation and vapour dispersion that is inevitable when 
wet quenching is employed. The dusts will be fully intercepted and reused as fuel coal blending. 
The CDQ installation will also improve the overall industrial hygiene conditions at the coking 
plant.   
 
4. Hebei Fengmei Coking Co. Ltd. (Hebei Fengmei). The newly established coke 
production capacity of Hebei Fengmei is intended to replace other small coking ovens operated 
around Hebei FengFeng coalmine at other locations. The phase I coking plant of Hebei 
Fengmei of 1 million ton (mt/y) of coke production capacity has been in operation since 2008, 
using a wet quenching process. The phase II coking plant has a designed capacity of 2 mt/y of 
coke which has presently started production using wet quenching process. The proposed 
subproject includes two CDQ installations of 140 t/h capacity each to replace the current wet 
quenching process in phase II coking plant.  
 
5. The CDQ will recover the sensible heat of red-hot coke (around 880°C–960°C) from four 
phase II coke ovens to generate steam via two mid-temperature (450°C)/mid-pressure (4.14 
Mpa) waste recovery boilers of 69 t/h capacity each. One portion of the steam (up to 81.48 t/h) 
will be utilized to drive one 6 MW steam turbine power generation unit. The balance of the 
produced steam will be utilized by the companion methanol production process in the phase II 
plant that converts coking gas to methanol. Once in operation, the subproject is expected to 
result in an annual energy savings of approximately 77,464 tce/y, CO2 emission reduction of 
approximately 214,706 t/y, and SO2 emission reduction of approximately 527 t/y. 
 
6. Hebei Xinglong Grain Biochemical Co., Ltd. (Hebei Xinglong). The proposed 
subproject is located in the corn processing facility, having a processing capacity of 300,000 t/y 
of corn starch and production capacity of 50,000 t/y of biodegradable plastic pellets. The facility 
operates two mid-temperature/mid-pressure circulating fluidized bed boilers of 40 t/h capacity 
each to supply up to 65 t/h steam. Under the current configuration, the super hot steam with 

3.82 Mpa pressure must be reduced to 0.49 Mpa and 200℃ through pressure/temperature 

reducers prior to distribution to production lines for drying and crafting. Two 3 MW back-
pressure steam turbine/power generation units are proposed in place of the 
pressure/temperature reducer.  
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7. In addition to the above, the anaerobic wastewater treatment system at the facility 
generates substantial amount of biogas (with approximately 65.5% methane), which is 
otherwise flared. A 0.5 MW biogas turbine generator is, hence, proposed to utilize the biogas to 
generate electricity.  
 
8. Once in full operation, the subproject is expected to generate 38,892 MWh power per 
year, resulting in an annual energy saving of over 6,912 tce/y, CO2 emission reduction of 
approximately 19,145 t/y, and SO2 emission reduction of over 121 t/y. 
 
9. Hebei Yufeng’s core business is starch, sugar and glucose production. It operates three 
business units in the same complex, namely (i) Hebei Yufeng Starch-Sugar Co. Ltd., processing 
800,000 t of corn per year to produce 400,000 t of starch; (ii) Hebei Yuxin Bioengineering Co. 
Ltd., producing 60,000 t of glucose and 24 t of vitamin B12 per year; and (iii) a cogeneration 
plant (operational since 2003), comprising of four boilers of combined capacity of 235 t/h (90 t/h, 
75 t/h, and 2 x 35 t/h capacity, respectively) and three associated power generation units of 
combined capacity of 24 MW (2 x 6 MW + 1x 12 MW).   
 
10. The proposed subproject includes installation of one cogeneration system comprising a 
high temperature/high pressure boiler of 220 t/h capacity and high temperature back-pressure 
power generation unit of 25 MW capacity, which is intended to replace the existing four boilers 
and three power generation sets with substandard efficiency. The retired four boilers and three 
generation units may be maintained as back-up. The boiler will supply steam/heat to meet the 
production needs of corning processing and starch production; glucose/vitamin B12 production, 
and the winter heating of the whole complex. The generated power will be consumed by the 
production with additional power supply needed from the external grid.   
 
11. The new system with larger unit capacity will have higher thermal/power efficiency and 
produce low emission. It is expected to result in an annualized energy saving of approximately 
28,236 tce/y, associated reduction of CO2 emission by approximately 78,213 t/y, and SO2 
emission reduction by approximately 195 t/y.   
 
12. Julu County Changsheng Textile Co. Ltd. (Julu Changsheng). Julu Changsheng‘s 
main production line comprise of 200 high speed shuttles-less rapier looms, producing 15 
million meter per year of top grade denim fabric. The proposed energy efficiency subproject 
consists of four components: (i) retrofit of three coal-fired boilers of 10 t/h capacity each to 
improve thermal efficiency from 57.37% to 77.52% through furnace chamber refurbishing and 
stratified combustion; (ii) heat recovery from the flue gas which will raise the feed water 

temperature from 18℃ to 85℃, resulting in 20% fuel coal saving (the installation also combines 

automatic desulfurization and electrostatic dust scrubber for emission reduction); (iii) installation 
of steam recovery devices to existing steam consumption equipments to recover steam and hot 
condensate water by 80%, feeding back to the steam boilers (the recovered condensate water 

is expected to reach 95℃, reducing the coal consumption of the boilers); and (iv) installation of 

a total of 178 variable frequency drives for looms and pumps to reduce electricity consumption 
by some 30%. 
 
13. Once in full operation, the subproject is expected to result in an annual energy savings 
of over approximately 8,793 tce/y, CO2 emission reduction of approximately 19,327 t/y, and SO2 
emission reduction of approximately 27 t/y. 
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14. Hebei Lianguan Carbon Electrode Co. Ltd (Hebei Lianguan). Hebei Lianguan 
specializes in the manufacturing of carbon electrodes for metal refinery (e.g., electric arc 
furnace for steel production), and silicon extraction (e.g., for photovoltaic panel production). The 
proposed carbon electrode production optimization subproject comprises four components: (i) 
installation of a sequencing roasting furnace system of 30,000 t/y capacity with gradient fire gas 
control and surrounding flue gas heat recovery to replace an old style batch roasting furnace of 
10,000 t/y capacity, (ii) installation of an electrostatic scrubber to intercept evaporated tar oil 
from the flue gas for reuse as furnace fuel, (iii) installation of two 1, 800 kilowatt gas-fired heat 
conducting oil furnaces to replace the old style coal-fired heat conducting oil furnaces (for 
asphalt melting), and (iv) installation of back-blow filters and associated duct pipe system to 
recover the dusts intercepted from feed material sieving system for reuse. 
 
15. Replacement of the old roasting furnace and other upgrades will reduce the specific 
energy consumption per unit carbon electrode production by 60% from 0.6 tce/t electrode to 
0.24 tce/t. Although the total energy consumption of the new system increases marginally from 
6,038 tce/y to 10,700tce/y, the carbon electrode production capacity of the upgraded production 
line will increase from 10,000 t electrode/y to 30,000 t electrode/y in its full capacity while the 
total calculated CO2 emission will remain virtually the same (at approximately 12,500 t CO2/y). 
In the first 4 years of operation, the new system is projected to operate at an average of 
approximately 84% of the full capacity due to market/sales limitation; the actual total annual 
energy consumption by the new system will be slightly less than the previous energy 
consumption while the total CO2 emission will actually be reduced by over 16% (as a result of 
substitution of coal with natural gas). Based on the above production projection, the calculated 
energy saving would amount to approximately 8,065 tce/y for production of 19,000 t carbon 
electrode/y under the improved specific energy consumption (i.e., 0.24 tce/t electrode). The 
calculated fuel and electricity cost saving will amount to approximately CNY14.5 million, CO2 
emission reduction to approximately 18,928 t/y, and SO2 emission reduction to 35 t/y. Starting 
the fifth year, if the sales conditions permit, the system may operate at the full capacity. In that 
case, the calculated energy saving would amount to approximately 11,000 tce/y for production 
of 30,000 t carbon electrode/y, the resulted fuel and electricity cost saving will amount to 
approximately CNY21 million, CO2 emission reduction to approximately 25,000 t/y, and SO2 
emission reduction to 43 t/y.   
  
16. Hebei Qianjin Iron and Steel Group Co. Ltd. (Hebei Qianjin). The company integrates 
mining, iron and steel smelting, steel processing and trade, supplying mid- to high-grade steel 
as the main product to furniture manufacturers. The proposed subproject is to establish an 
energy management centre (EMC) at the main iron and steel complex for comprehensive 
management and optimization of the energy production, transmission, dispatching, operation, 
and information analysis. EMC will be built as a corporate level integrated management and 
control system, including the functions of real-time supervision, centralized dispatching, 
comprehensive balance and optimization, energy prediction and so on. The main contents of 
the project include (i) establishing an EMC, including servers, terminals, data 
exchange/communication and software; (ii) upgrading the basic automation systems for 
electricity, water and other power utilities, including connection cables and interfaces; (iii) 
upgrading measurement instruments and associated facilities; and (iv) optimization of 
management process. The main energy media to be brought under the control of EMC includes 
electricity, blast furnace gas, mixed coal gas, LD converter gas,1  compressed air, oxygen, 

                                                
1
 Linz-Donawitz (LD) converter process is a method of primary steelmaking in which carbon-rich molten pig iron is 

made into steel. Blowing oxygen through molten pig iron lowers the carbon content of the alloy and changes it into 
low-carbon steel. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Steelmaking
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pig_iron
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Steel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alloy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Low-carbon_steel
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nitrogen, argon, steam, process water, domestic water, coal, and coke. The energy savings are 
primarily resulted from (i) reduced blast furnace gas release, (ii) increased LD converter gas 
recovery, (iii) deduction of freshwater consumption, and (iv) reduction of electricity consumption 
through process optimization.  
 
17. In 2010, the total unit of energy consumption at Hebei Qianjin was 521.07 kilogram of 
coal equivalent per ton steel (kgce). With the implementation of the EMC, the unit energy 
consumption is expected to be lowered by 10.67 kgce. Based on a total steel production 
capacity of 4 mt/y, the annual energy savings resulting from the implementation of EMC is 
estimated to be approximately 42,716 tce/y with associated emission reduction of CO2 by 
118,324 t/y, and SO2 by 295 t/y.  

 
18. China Resources Cangzhou Co-generation Co. Ltd. (Cangzhou Co-gen). The 
Cangzhou Co-generation plant operates 2 x 330 MW co-generation units, supplies 3.96 billion 
kilowatt-hour electricity to the state grid and 3.50 million gigajoule building heating to Cangzhou 
city, servicing a total floor area of some 13 million square meters (m2). The proposed subproject 
is to install a heat pump system to replace the current cooling tower system for the No. 2 Co-
gen unit of 300 MW in the winter. The system will recover waste heat from the condensate 

cooling water of the existing cogen units at a temperature of around 34℃ (9 x1,334 cubic meter 

[m3]/h), which in turn raises the return water of the existing municipal heat supply main loop from 

55ºC to 75ºC (9 x 1,167 m3/h), reducing the amount of steam extraction needed by the 

secondary heat exchange to further raise the water temperature from 75℃  to 130 ℃ for 

municipal heating. Through the heat pump system, the cooling water will be cooled down to 26º 

without running through the cooling tower, reducing freshwater loss and thermal pollution. 
 
19. The proposed subproject include nine absorption heat pump units of 27.2 MW capacity 
each, with a total heat supply capacity of 245 MW. The heat pumps are powered by low-

pressured steam (0.35 Mpa/278ºC at 25.1 t/h); and driven by pressurized water circulation 

pumps with combined power demand of 35.4 kilowatt. Under designed operating conditions, the 
heat pump system is expected to recover net waste heat of over 98 MW, which can serve 
approximately 2,000,000 m2 of floor area in the winter. Assuming an annual heating season of 
2,880 hours, the recovered heat will be equivalent to an energy savings of over 38,921 tce/y, 
resulting in CO2 emission reduction by approximately 107,812 t/y, and SO2 emission reduction 
by approximately 35 t/y. In addition, the subproject will result in a saving of replenishing cooling 
water by approximately 230,000 cubic meter per year.  
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SUBPROJECT SELECTION CRITERIA FOR SUBSEQUENT BATCHES OF SUBPROJECTS 
 

A. Selection Procedure 
 

1. The first batch of subprojects has been assessed under an Asian Development Bank 
(ADB) project preparatory technical assistance. 1  For subprojects to be included in the 
subsequent batches, the applicable national and provincial laws, regulations, and procedures 
will apply in selecting the subprojects. Procedures to select subsequent subprojects will be 
finalized between all concerned agencies of People‘s Republic of China prior to first 
disbursement. 
 
2. All subprojects must meet the technical, financial, economic, environmental, and social 
criteria as presented below. These criteria will ensure that the selected subprojects lead and 
demonstrate energy efficiency and emission reduction work in Hebei Province with advance 
technology, prompt returns, and presents substantial benefits to the economy, society, and 
environment. The project management office may approve, on special occasions, certain 
subprojects that meet most but not all the criteria, contingent on ADB's review and formal 
endorsement in writing. 

B. Subproject Technical Criteria 
 
(i) All subprojects must use proven high energy efficiency technologies. The energy 

efficiency and emission reduction of greenhouse gases and other pollutants 
mainly carbon dioxide, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxide and/or total particulate 
matter results shall be reliable, measurable and verifiable.  

(ii) Funds shall not be used for expansion of production capacities or extension of 
the uses of old and inefficient equipment. 

(iii) The subproject should result in energy savings of at least 1 ton of coal equivalent 
per an investment of $ 1,000 or should result in more than 10% reduction in 
energy consumption per unit output.  
 

C. Subproject Financial Criteria 
 

3. All subprojects must be financially viable. In particular: 

(i) The estimated subproject investment and operations costs, as well as cash in-
flows, must be clearly presented and must be reasonable. 

(ii) The financial internal rate of return shall be greater than the weighted average 
cost of capital.  

(iii) The financial internal rate of return must be robust and exceed 10%.  
 

D. Subborrower Financial Criteria 
 
4. All subborrowers must be financially creditworthy and does not have a poor credit 
record, as recorded in the People‘s Bank of China credit history database. As well, the 
subborrower should meet the following financial performance indicators:2 

                                                
1
 ADB. 2009. Technical Assistance to the People’s Republic of China for Preparing Energy Efficiency and Emission 

Reduction Project in Shandong Province. Manila (TA 7295-PRC, approved on 5 June, for $700,000). 
2
 In the event a subborrower does not meet these indicators but the projected energy savings are considerably 

higher than average, it should provide acceptable collateral and/or loan guarantee for the amount of the subloan or 
as agreed with the financial intermediary. 
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(i) total debt/equity ratio not more than 60:40, and 
(ii) overall current ratio at least 1.1.  

 
5. The subborrowers must contribute a minimum of 25% of the total subproject investment 
cost as counterpart financing. 
 
E. Subproject Economic Criteria 
 

(i) For all the proposed subprojects, the total economic benefits must exceed the 
total economic costs. The economic internal rate of return of the subproject must 
be greater than the discount rate of 12%, and must be viable under adverse 
sensitivity scenarios. 

(ii) The subborrowers shall commit to enhance capacities in project planning, 
financing, implementing and monitoring during the subproject preparation and 
implementation periods. 

F. Subproject Social and Environmental Safeguards Criteria 
 

(i) The subproject should not have significant adverse environment impacts 
requiring it to be categorized as category A under ADB‘s Safeguard Policy 
(2009).3  

(ii) The subprojects must not involve any land acquisition or demolition of residential 
or private commercial buildings. The subproject proposal will be screened 
through an involuntary resettlement impact screening checklist (Annex 4 to 
Appendix 7). The checklist will be submitted to ADB for approval to confirm that 
no land acquisition or house demolition will be required. 

(iii) The subprojects must not have adverse impacts on ethnic minorities. The 
subproject proposal will be screened through an ethnic minorities impact 
screening checklist (Annex 4 to Appendix 7). The checklist will be submitted to 
ADB for approval to confirm that there are no adverse impacts on ethnic 
minorities. 

(iv) The subprojects must not be located in any designated environmental protection 
zone. 

(v) Each subproject must acquire proper approvals from proper national and 
provincial authorities in-charge, and be designed, constructed, and operated in 
accordance with relevant national and provincial social and environmental laws 
and regulations. 

(vi) The subborrowers should have complied with all relevant domestic environment 
regulations and should be in possession of relevant environment permits with 
respect to the existing facilities. 

(vii) The subborowers should be in compliance with relevant domestic occupational 
health and safety standard. 

(viii) The subprojects should not result in labor retrenchment and labor redundancies.  

                                                
3
 ADB. 2009. Safeguard Policy Statement. Manila. 
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SPECIAL DISBURSEMENT GUIDELINES APPLICABLE TO THE FINANCIAL 
INTERMEDIATION LOAN 

 
1. This special disbursement guidelines applicable to this financial intermediation loan has 
been prepared in accordance with Asian Development Bank‘s (ADB‘s) Loan Disbursement 
Handbook (2007, as amended from time to time). Each withdrawal application is expected to 
cover the payments due on signed contracts for supply of eligible goods and services and the 
minimum amount of withdrawal application will be $500,000.  
 
2. The first withdrawal application (Annex 1 to Appendix 3) with respect to a particular 
subloan will be supported by: 

(i) summary sheet using simultaneous application for subloan approval and 
withdrawal (SAW) (Annex 2 to Appendix 3) procedure  which lists the individual 
milestone payment under the Subloan agreement covered  in the withdrawal 
application. ; 

(ii) certification from Hebei Provincial Finance Bureau (HFB) that the subloan and 
subproject agreement for the subproject have been executed between the project 
management office (PMO), Huaxia Bank, related subborrower, respectively, in 
accordance with the terms and conditions specified in the related legal 
agreements with ADB and the subloan agreement becomes effective and legally 
binding; 

(iii) copy of subloan agreement between Huaxia Bank, HFB, and subborrower; 
(iv)  certificate by PMO that the milestone covered in the withdrawal application has 

been achieved ; and 
(v) in case of retroactive financing is claimed, the list of payment invoices under 

each contract package for which retroactive financing is claimed. 
 
3. Subsequent withdrawal applications need to be supported by (i) summary sheet using 
simultaneous application for SAW procedure which list the individual milestone payment under 
the Subloan Agreement covered in the withdrawal application and (ii) certificate by PMO that the 
milestone covered in the withdrawal application has been achieved.  
 
4. To ensure that the loan proceeds are used for eligible expenses for procurement of 
goods and services in accordance with the procurement plan, the subborrowers are required to 
submit the invoices paid using loan proceeds to HFB. HFB is required to maintain these 
invoices for the purpose of annual project audit. The subborrower, under component 2, is 
required to provide the contracts for installing solar thermal systems to HFB as evidence of 
using subloan proceeds to intended purposes.     
 
5. The responsibilities with respect to disbursements by Huaxia Bank and the PMO are in 
the table below. 
 

Responsibilities with Respect to Loan Disbursement 

Responsible 
Person/Unit 

 
Activity 

HFB  Submit separate withdrawal applications with respect to each 
subproject. 

 Completes the corresponding summary sheet using separate 
forms for each subborrower. 

 Attaches bank statements for both the HFB and revolving 
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escrow fund account. 

 Certify the effectiveness of subloan agreements. 

 Ensure that the withdrawal applications are submitted upon 
confirmation of achievement of milestones by the PMO.  

 Provide instructions to Huaxia Bank with regards to the 
disbursement of subloans.  

 Maintain the invoices from suppliers and contractors of 
subborrowers with respect to contract packages financed 
under each subloan. 

PMO  Verify the achievement of sub loan disbursement milestones 
and inform HFB accordingly. 

 For reimbursement of expenses incurred prior to ADB loan 
signing, verify the eligibility with respect to the criteria for 
eligibility for retroactive financing 

Subborrowers  Based on the payment schedule of subloan agreement 
prepare the withdrawal applications and submits it to PMO. 

Huaxia Bank  Makes the subloan disbursements in accordance with the 
payment instructions received from HFB. 

ADB  Reviews the accomplished forms and related supporting 
documents and makes timely disbursements.  

ADB = Asian Development Bank, HFB = Hebei Provincial Finance Bureau, PMO = project management office. 
Source: Asian Development Bank. 
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WITHDRAWAL APPLICATION FORM 

Date

 Application No.

To:  Type of Disbursement Direct Payment

Sir/Madam:

1.  In connection w ith the Loan Agreement dated _______ betw een the Asian Development Bank and the  

      , please pay from the Loan Account for the

     purpose of establishing/replenishing the Escrow  Revolving Account.

Currency           Amount to be Paid (in f igures) Amount to be paid (in w ords)

USD

2.  The Borrow er certif ies and agrees as follow s:

3.  Payment Instructions:

A. Payee's Name and Address

Payee's Name

Payee's Address

B. Name and Address of Payee's Bank and Account No.

Bank Name

Bank Address

Payee's Account No.

SWIFT Code

C. Correspondent Bank (If Payee’s Bank is not located in the Country whose currency is claimed, enter the name

     and address of their bank’s correspondent in the country whose currency is to be paid.)

Bank Name

Bank Address

Account No. of

       Payee's Bank

SWIFT Code

D. Special Payment Instructions and Other References

4.  This application consists of _____  pages including ____  pages of Summary Sheet.

From:

Signature of Authorized Representative(s)

Printed Name/Position/Title of Authorized Representative(s)

Name of Borrow er

 ADB Loan No.

Asian Development Bank

6 ADB Avenue, Mandaluyong City

1550 Metro Manila, Philippines

a.  the said amount is required for payment of eligible expenditures as described in the attached SAW Summary Sheet/s from          

    ____________________ to   ________________________.

b.   any payments by the Asian Development Bank (ADB) to the Trust Account  through SFD account may be limited to a sum smaller 

     than the amount requested for payment due to eligibility of subloan/ subproject(s) as specif ied in the loan agreement. 

c.  the undersigned has not previously w ithdraw n or applied for w ithdraw al of any amounts from said Loan Account nor obtained or w ill 

     obtain  any  loan, credit, or grant for the purpose of fully or partially meeting the expenditures described in the SAW Summary Sheet/s; 

d.  the expenditures described in the SAW Summary Sheet/s are to be made for the purposes specif ied in the Loan Agreement and

      in accordance w ith its terms and conditions;  and

e.  for expenditures to be w ithdraw n under SAW, all authenticating documents w ill be retained in the location show n on the individual

     SAW Summary Sheet/s and w ill be made available for review  by auditors and ADB representatives upon request. 

f.  as of the date of this application, there is no existing default under the Loan Agreement, the Project Agreement or the Guarantee 

     Agreement, if  any. 

g.  if  any funds w ithdraw n pursuant to this application are returned, the current value of such funds w ill be applied as credit to the Loan 

     Account or, if  the amount is small, applied to the next loan service payment due. 

Attention:   Loan Administration Division, Controller's Department (CTLA)
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INSTRUCTION FOR PREPARING THE WITHDRAWAL APPLICATION FORM 
 
A. General Instructions 
1. Submit original withdrawal application form to the Asian Development Bank (ADB). 
2. Number withdrawal application consecutively, not exceeding five digits or characters. 
3. When the application is completed, verify completeness of supporting documentation and 

accuracy of details before passing to the authorized representative(s) for signature. 
Mistakes and omissions result in delayed payment. 

 
B. Withdrawal References 
1. Date: Enter the date the withdrawal application is signed by authorized 

representative(s), not the date it was prepared. 
2. Loan number: Show ADB loan number clearly. 
3. Application number: Number withdrawal applications consecutively. If the project has 

more than one subloan projects, the project coordinator should assign an alpha 
identification for each subloan. For example: A0001 to A9999 for subloan no. 1 and 
B0001 to B9999 for subloan no. 2. 

 
C. Payment Instructions 
1. Payee’s Name and Address: Indicate full name and address for payee for identification 

of payment. 
2. Name and address of payee’s bank and account no.: Indicate full name and address 

of the payee‘s bank, which may include a banker/branch designation. Account number 
is important. Give SWIFT code if payee‘s bank is a member of SWIFT. 

3. Correspondent bank: When payment is to be made to a bank not located in the 
country of currency to be paid, indicate its full name and address. Provide SWIFT code 
if the bank is a member of SWIFT. 

4. Special payment instructions: Indicate any particulars, special instructions or 
references to facilitate payment or identification of payment. 

5. Name of borrower: Fill the name as it appears in the loan agreement. 
6. Authorized representative(s): Pass this application only to authorized 

representative(s) for signature. Verify if the list of authorized representative(s) has been 
changed. 
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Simultaneous Application for Subloan Approval and Withdrawal (SAW)

Summary Sheet

Nature of Sub-loan

Subloan Sub-Borrower Industry Sector/ Enterprise/ Project Description Amount Claim Subloan Origin of Goods Remarks 

No. ISIC Code* Location Approved Amount Balance Procured

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

* ISIC - International Standard Industrial Classification Code 

Endorsed  by:

Authorized Representative/Signatory

Country of
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PROCUREMENT MANUAL 
 
1. This procurement manual is prepared governing the procurement activities of Hebei 
Energy Efficiency Improvement and Emission Reduction Project. This procurement manual 
applies to all procurement activities undertaken in accordance with the special national 
competitive bidding arrangements (NCB) for the financial intermediation loan (FIL)/NCB as 
mentioned in the procurement plan (Appendix 5). For contract packages not covered by the 
special procurement method (FIL/NCB), the standard procurement methods as described in 
Asian Development Bank‘s (ADB‘s) Procurement Guidelines (2010, as amended from time to 
time) will apply. The procurement activities need to follow the approved procedure outlined in 
the procurement manual and procurement plan and in cases of noncompliance, the project 
management office (PMO) and Huaxia Bank are required to refrain from financing the contract 
package.  
 
2. Preparation and approval of bidding documents: 

(i) The FIL/NCB procedures, in accordance with the People‘s Republic of China 
Procurement Law and section C of the procurement plan, will be used for the 
procurement of contract packages below $10 million. For contract packages 
above $10 million, international competitive bidding (ICB) procedures will be 
applied.  

(ii) The template of bidding documents acceptable to ADB will be followed for all 
procurement under the project. 

(iii) All procurement, under the project, will be managed by tendering agents 
acceptable to ADB and the PMO on behalf of the subproject owners. 

(iv) Upon full consultation with the PMO and owner, it is agreed that the tendering 
agent takes charge of preparing the business, commercial, and contractual 
sections of the bidding documents and the owner and its technical consultants 
are responsible for the preparation of the technical specifications and sections of 
the invitation for bid. 

(v) The tendering agent integrates the commercial and contractual sections and the 
other sections of the bidding documents, and is responsible for the final quality in 
compliance with the National Procurement Law, local procurement regulations, 
this manual and international best practice. 

 
3. Asian Development Bank review procedures: 

(i) The bidding documents for the first contract package, using FIL/NCB method for 
goods and works each, irrespective of value, will be subject to ADB prior review 
and approval. 

(ii) All contract packages having a contract value exceeding $10 million will adopt 
ICB method and be subject to ADB prior review and approval. 

(iii) All other contract packages are subject to post review by ADB, the PMO will 
maintain the bid documents, list of bidders, any written clarifications provided to 
the bidders, and minutes of pre-bid meetings, bid opening records, the bid 
evaluation reports, and sign contracts for review by ADB post review missions.  

 
4. Submission and approval of bidding documents: 

(i) The tendering agent submits the bidding documents to the PMO and the owner 
for confirmation. 

(ii) The tendering agent is responsible for answering questions concerning business 
issues of the bid from relevant domestic authorities, and meanwhile assists the 
PMO and the owner in answering technical questions. 
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(iii) The PMO submits the bidding documents to the provincial finance department for 
record—the bidding documents with respect to contract packages, subject to 
prior review, will be submitted to ADB for review and approval before issuance to 
the public. Any questions concerning the bidding documents, for contract 
packages subject to prior review from ADB, will be clarified and answered jointly 
by the tendering agent, the PMO and owner and any changes suggested by ADB 
will be incorporated before the release of bid documents. 

 
5. Announcement and sale of bidding documents: 

(i) The tendering agent is responsible for drawing up bidding announcement and 
publishing it on national periodicals and media. The announcement draft and 
date to be published shall be submitted a week in advance to the PMO and 
owner for confirmation. The PMO will submit the announcement to the provincial 
finance department for record. 

(ii) The invitation for bids shall be published on newspaper and website designated 
according to National Development and Reform Commission Order No. 4. The 
announcement duration on newspaper is 1 day, and until the opening date of bid 
on websites. 

(iii) The duration from the bid sales starting date, specified in the bid announcement 
to the deadline of bidding document submission, shall be no less than 30 days, 
during which the bidding documents shall be on sale. 

(iv) The site for bidding document sale is generally in the location of the tendering 
agent. However, it could also be in the owner‘s location, depending on the actual 
project situations. 

 
6. Clarification, amendment and pre-bidding meeting: 

(i) Once the sale of bidding documents begins, the tendering agent is responsible 
for clarifying business related questions raised by bidders and shall assist the 
PMO and the owner in clarifying technical questions. The tender agent sends out 
clarification and/or amendment documents. The date of sending shall be no later 
than 15 days before the bidding document submission deadline. 

(ii) If necessary, the tendering agent shall invite bidders to the pre-bidding meeting 
and/or site survey. 

(iii) If necessary, the tendering agent shall preside over the pre-bidding meeting and 
answer business-related questions raised by bidders during the meeting or site 
survey, while the owner answers the corresponding technical questions. The 
tendering agent is in-charge of modifying the business section of the bidding 
document and the owner is responsible for the modification of the technical 
section. The tendering agent and the owner shall send the modification and 
amendment document to all bidders who purchased the bidding documents. The 
date of sending shall be no later than 15 days before the bidding document 
submission deadline.  

(iv) Any changes made or written clarifications provided with respect to contract 
packages, subject to ADB prior preview, will be reported to ADB for review and 
approval before issuing to the bidders.  

 
7. Preparation for bid opening and evaluation 

According to the regulations of related national authorities and after consulting 
the requirements of the PMO and the owner, the tendering agent shall, before bid 
opening and monitored by the PMO and government agencies concerned, select 
on relevant bidding websites experts in the relevant specialty, who will form the 
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bid evaluation committee (Note: the bid evaluation committee is formed by 
experts of singular number that is no less than five. The number of external 
experts appointed shall occupy no less than two-thirds of the total members of 
the committee). 
 

8. Opening of bid:  
 The tendering agent is responsible for: 

(i) presiding over the bid opening meeting, 
(ii) receipt of all bidding documents, 
(iii) reading out and recording of bids, and 
(iv) submitting the bid reading record to the PMO on the day of bid opening for 

examination. 
 
9. Bid evaluation 

(i) The tendering agent, together with the PMO and the owner, organizes bid 
evaluation. The specific work will be done by the bid evaluation committee. 

(ii) The tendering agent and the owner are jointly in-charge of the bid clearing in the 
earlier phase of bid evaluation. 

(iii) If necessary, the bid evaluation committee shall, in the process of evaluation, 
send clarification to bidders in written form through the contact ways provided, 
but no such clarification shall be made on the substantial content of the bidding 
documents. 

(iv) The tender agent assists the bid evaluation committee in drawing up and 
summarizing evaluation report—contracts should only be awarded to the lowest 
evaluated and substantial responsive bid. Other evaluation methods are not 
acceptable. 

 
10. Submission and approval of bid evaluation report: 

(i) The tendering agent submits the bid evaluation report to the PMO and the owner 
for review and approval. After that, the PMO submits the report to the provincial 
finance department for record. If necessary, the bid evaluation results shall be 
publicly disclosed on the website by the tendering agent in accordance with 
relevant stipulations in the Order of the Ministry of Commerce of China, No. 
[2004] 13. 

(ii) For contract packages subject to prior review, the bid evaluation report shall be 
submitted to ADB by PMO and any questions from ADB shall be clarified before 
the approval of bid evaluation report by PMO. 

 
11. The tendering agent issues notification of award to bid winners: 

The tendering agent is responsible for issuance of notice of contract award to the 
winning bidders. 

 
12. Contract negotiation: 

(i) The contract signing time and place is set as required by the PMO and the owner 
and based on the actual needs. The tendering agent invites bid winners for 
contract negotiation. 

(ii) During the above-mentioned process, the tendering agent shall examine the bid 
validity and the bid guarantee validity all the time, and inform the bidder to extend 
its validity, if necessary. 
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13. Signing of contract: 
(i) The tendering agent is responsible for integrating contract documents. 
(ii) The tendering agent, together with the PMO and the owner, examines and 

confirms the contract content. 
(iii) The tendering agent, the owner and the bid winner jointly sign the contract. 
 

14. Approval of contract: 
(i) The tendering agent submits photocopies of the contract to ADB for contracts 

packages subject to prior review. 
(ii) The tendering agent separately provides original and duplicate copies of the 

contract to the PMO and the owner, as required. 
 

15. Entry into force of contract: 
 The tendering agent is: 

(i) In-charge of examining the performance guarantee provided by bid winners; and 
(ii) Responsible for informing the PMO, owner and the bid winner of the contract‘s 

entry into force. 
 

16. Contract performance: 
The performance of contract implementation is taken charge by the owner. In 
case of problems concerning the bidding in contract performance, the tendering 
agent shall provide coordination and solution. If necessary, from the contract 
starting day to the ending of quality guarantee period, the tendering agent will 
represent the owner to lodge claims and/or handle claims, and seek to solve the 
disputes with bidders/bid winners through negotiation. 

 
Note: The procurement manual can be revised at any time according to the project 
requirements after the approval of executing agency, PMO and ADB. 
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PROCUREMENT PLAN 
 

Basic Data 

Project Name: Hebei Energy Efficiency Improvement and Emission Reduction Project 
Country: People‘s Republic of China Executing Agency: Hebei Provincial Government  
Loan Amount: $100 million Loan (Grant) Number: Lxxxx –PRC 
Date of First Procurement Plan:  
29 August 2011 

Date of this Procurement Plan:  
29 August 2011 

 
A. Process Thresholds, Review and 18-Month Procurement Plan 
 

1. Project Procurement Thresholds 
 

1. Except as Asian Development Bank (ADB) may otherwise agree, the following process 
thresholds shall apply to the procurement of goods and works under the special procurement 
arrangements applicable to this financial intermediary loan.  
 

Table A5.1: Procurement of Goods and Works 

Method Threshold 

ICB for works over $10,000,000 
ICB for goods over $10,000,000 
 
FIL NCB for worksa 

Beneath that stated for ICB, works but more 
than $200,000 

 
FIL NCB for goodsa 

Beneath that stated for ICB, goods, but more 
than $100,000 

Shopping for worksb Not more than $200,000 
Shopping for goodsb Not more than $100,000 

ICB = international competitive bidding, NCB = national competitive bidding. 
a 

National competitive bidding procedures are described in section C and in the 
procurement Manual./ 

b
 For the procurement of items below $10,000, the executing and implementing agencies 

may purchase the items directly from the supplier and in such cases, Asian Development 
Bank should be satisfied that the price paid is reasonable. 

Source: Asian Development Bank. 

 
2. Asian Development Bank Prior or Post Review 

 
2. Except as ADB may otherwise agree, the following prior or post review requirements 
apply to the various procurement and consultant recruitment methods used in the financial 
intermediary loan.  

 
Table A5.2: Applicable Procurement Methods 

Procurement 
Method 

Prior or 
Post 

 
Remarks 

Procurement of Goods and Works 

 
ICB works 

 
 

Prior 

For ICB, invitations for bids, invitations for prequalification, draft prequalification 
documents, draft bidding documents, prequalification, and bid evaluation reports 
will be submitted to ADB for prior review and approval. Use of this method is 
subject to ADB‘s Procurement Guidelines (2010, as amended from time to time) 
and Project Administration Instruction (PAI) 3.03. 

 
 
ICB goods 

 
Shopping for works 
 
Shopping for goods 

 
Post 

For shopping (including direct contracting), ADB will normally review the award 
of contract on a post-facto basis. Use of this method is subject to para. 3.5 of 
ADB‘s Procurement Guidelines (2010, as amended from time to time), and PAI 
3.04 C.4 and 5.It would be required to obtain quotations from minimum of three 
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Procurement 
Method 

Prior or 
Post 

 
Remarks 

eligible suppliers. 

 
FIL/NCB for goods 
and works 

 
Prior/Post 

 
This procedure will be used for contract packages having a contract value less 
than $10 million, in accordance with the procurement manual (Appendix 4), 
Section C of this appendix , and with the following conditions: 
(i) The English language version of the procurement documents of the 

first contract package prepared for the project (each for goods and for 
works) should be submitted to ADB for review and approval, 
regardless of the estimated contract amount. ADB-approved 
procurement documents should be used as a model for all subsequent 
procurement contracts that are valued at less than $10 million and are 
financed by ADB for the project through financial intermediaries, and 
need not be subject to further review. 

(ii) ADB will review the bid evaluation report and award of contract on a 
post-review basis. 

(iii) Use of this method is subject to the clarifications indicated in Section C 
below, ADB‘s Procurement Guidelines (2010, amended from time to 
time), PAI 3.04 and the procurement manual (Appendix 4). 

(iv) Prior review applies to the first contract package for goods and 
services each , irrespective of value. 

 
Direct Contracting 

 
Post 

Direct contracting will be allowed, as provided under ADB‘s Procurement 
Guidelines (2010, as amended from time to time) for procuring equipment that is 
proprietary and obtainable from a single source.  

Recruitment of Consulting Firms 

Quality-based 
selection  

 
Prior 

For QBS, only firms‘ technical proposals will be evaluated. Borrowers will make 
two submissions (prior reviews) for ADB approval (shortlist), and final ranking. 
Use of this method is subject to Guidelines on the Use of Consultants (2010, as 
amended from time to time), and para. 48 of PAI 2.03. 

ADB = Asian Development Bank, ICB = international competitive bidding, FIL = financial intermediation loan, NCB = 
national competitive bidding, PAI = project administration manual, QBS = quality-based selection. 
Source: Asian Development Bank. 
 

B. List of Goods and Works Contract Packages 
 

1. Goods and Works Contracts Estimated to Cost More Than $1 Million 
 

3. Table A5.3 lists goods and works contracts for which procurement activity is either 
ongoing or expected to commence within the next 18 months. 
 

Table A5.3: List of Goods and Works Contract Packages Estimated Cost More Than $1 
Million 

 
This information was deemed confidential according to exception number 10, paragraph 126 of 
ADB‘s Public Communication Policy (2005). 
 

2. Consulting Services Contracts Estimated to Cost More Than $100,000 
 

4. Table A5.4 lists the consulting services contracts for which procurement activity is either 
ongoing or expected to commence within the next 18 months. 
 

Table A5.4: Consulting Services Contracts Estimated to Cost More Than $100,000 
 
 

Ref. No. General Description 

Contract 
Value 

($million) 

Recruitment 
Method 

Advertise-
ment Date 

(month/year) 

International 
or National 
Assignment 

 not applicable     
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3. Goods and Works Contracts Estimated to Cost Less than $1 Million and 
 Consulting Services Contracts Less than $100,000 
 

5. Table A5.5 groups smaller-value goods, works and consulting services contracts for 
which procurement activity is either ongoing or expected to commence within the next 
18 months. 
 
Table A5.5: Goods and Works Contract Packages Estimated to Cost Less than $ 1 Million 

and Consulting Services Contracts Less than $100,000  
 
This information was deemed confidential according to exception number 10, paragraph 126 of 
ADB‘s Public Communication Policy (2005). 
 

4. Indicative List of All Contract Packages Required by Subprojects 
 
6. Table A5.6 provides an indicative list of all procurement (goods, works and consulting 
services) over the life of the project. Contracts financed by the borrower and others are 
indicated, with appropriate notation in the comments section. 
 

Table A5.6: List of All Contract Packages 
 

This information was deemed confidential according to exception number 10, paragraph 126 of 
ADB‘s Public Communication Policy (2005). 
 
C. National Competitive Bidding 
 
7. The borrower‘s Law of Tendering and Bidding of the People‘s Republic of China  (PRC) 
promulgated by Order No. 21 of the President of the PRC on 30 August 1999, are subject to the 
following clarifications required for compliance with the guidelines: 
 

(i) All invitations to prequalify or to bid shall be advertised in the national press, or 
official gazette, or a free and open access website in the borrower‘s country. Such 
advertisement shall be made in sufficient time for prospective bidders to obtain 
prequalification or bidding documents and prepare and submit their responses. In 
any event, a minimum preparation period of 30 days shall be given. The preparation 
period shall count (a) from the date of advertisement, or (b) when the documents are 
available for issue, whichever date is later. The advertisement and the 
prequalification and bidding documents shall specify the deadline for such 
submission. 

(ii) Qualification requirements of bidders and the method of evaluating the qualification 
of each bidder shall be specified in detail in the bidding documents, and in the 
prequalification documents if the bidding is preceded by a prequalification process. 

(iii) If bidding is preceded by a prequalification process, all bidders that meet the 
qualification criteria set out in the prequalification document shall be allowed to bid 
and there shall be no limit on the number of prequalified bidders. 

(iv) All bidders shall be required to provide a performance security in an amount 
sufficient to protect the borrower/executing agency in case of breach of contract by 
the contractor, and the bidding documents shall specify the required form and 
amount of such performance security. 

(v) Bidders shall be allowed to submit bids by mail or by hand. 
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(vi) All bids shall be opened in public; all bidders shall be afforded an opportunity to be 
present (either in person or through their representatives) at the time of bid opening, 
but bidders shall not be required to be present at the bid opening. 

(vii) All bid evaluation criteria shall be disclosed in the bidding documents and quantified 
in monetary terms or expressed in the form of pass/fail requirements. 

(viii) No bid may be rejected solely on the basis that the bid price falls outside any 
standard contract estimate, or margin or bracket of average bids established by the 
borrower/executing agency. 

(ix) Each contract shall be awarded to the lowest evaluated responsive bidder, that is, 
the bidder who meets the appropriate standards of capability and resources and 
whose bid has been determined to (a) be substantially responsive to the bidding 
documents, and (b) offer the lowest evaluated cost. The winning bidder shall not be 
required, as a condition of award, to undertake responsibilities for work not stipulated 
in the bidding documents or otherwise to modify the bid as originally submitted. 

(x) Each contract financed with the proceeds of the loan shall provide that the suppliers 
and contractors shall permit ADB, at its request, to inspect their accounts and 
records relating to the performance of the contract and to have said accounts and 
records audited by auditors appointed by ADB. 

(xi) Government-owned enterprises in the borrower‘s country may be permitted to bid if 
they can establish that they (a) are legally and financially autonomous, (b) operate 
under commercial law, and (c) are not a dependent agency of the 
borrower/executing agency. 

(xii) Re-bidding shall not be allowed solely because the number of bids is less than three. 
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CONSOLIDATED ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR CATEGORY B SUBPROJECTS 
 

Table A6.1: Environmental Management Plan Matrix 
Environmental 

Issues 
Activity or Impact Area Mitigation measures 

Responsibilities 
Cost Estimate 

Implementation Supervision 

A. Preconstruction and design phase     

 
1. EIA preparation 

Identification of environmental issues and mitigation 
measures 

Plant managers, 
and EIA Institutes 

PMO  
 
Local EPB 

Included in the 
design costs 

 
2. EMP preparation 

Assigning mitigation measures to subprojects, a 
timescale and organizational responsibilities 

Plant managers, 
and EIA Institutes 

PMO, and 
Local EPB 

Included in project 
preparation cost 

3. Incorporation of EMP into project contract and 
facility development plans and contracts 

Environmental protection facilities and mitigation 
measures should be designed simultaneously at the 
early stage with the subject facility development. 
 
The construction/engineering manager of each plant 
will ensure the implementation of the mitigation 
measures by including environmental specifications in 
the bidding documents to suppliers and installers; and 
referencing the EMP mitigation provisions and 
monitoring plans in the construction contracts. 

PMO and plant 
managers 

– Included in project 
preparation cost 

B. Project construction phase     

4. Noise Construction and haulage 
noise impacts 

At all subcomponents, haulage routes will be selected 
to avoid villages.   
 
At the Julu Changsheng site, operation of machinery 
generating high levels of noise and the movement of 
heavy vehicles along urban roads will be restricted  
between 6:00 am and 10:00 pm, in accordance with 
PRC regulations. 

Supplier/installer 
of equipment and 
plant managers 

Local EPB 
 
PMO 

Construction cost 

5. Water Domestic wastewater and 
construction wastewater 

Construction wastewater will not be discharged unto 
the surrounding soil or into surface water systems, but 
will be directed to sedimentation traps before 
discharge to the plant‘s drainage system. 
  
Oil-containing wastewater will require the installation 
of oil-water separators before the water enters the 
plant drainage system.  
 
During project construction, the small amount of 
domestic wastewater from workers living onsite can 
be discharged directly to the municipal sewer system. 

Supplier/installer 
of equipment and 
plant managers 

Local EPB  
 
PMO 

Existing plant‘s 
operating cost 
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Environmental 
Issues 

Activity or Impact Area Mitigation measures 
Responsibilities 

Cost Estimate 
Implementation Supervision 

6. Air Dust from transport and 
construction activities 

Proper mitigation measures will be taken to reduce 
dust emission, such as sealing of building material, 
covered transportation of materials, and flushing of 
vehicle wheels.  
 
Haulage routes will be selected to avoid village roads. 

Supplier/installer 
of equipment and 
plant managers 

Local EPB 
 
PMO 

Construction cost 

7. Traffic Impacts on local roads by 
construction traffic 

Transport and haulage routes will be selected to 
reduce disturbance to regular traffic. 

Supplier/installer 
of equipment and 
plant managers 

Local EPB 
 
PMO 

Construction cost 

8. Solid waste  Construction activities and 
living activities 

After separation of any hazardous material, general 
construction debris and other solid wastes generated 
from construction and demolition activities will be 
stored in one designated area, cleaned and salvaged 
for reuse, cut and sold for scrap metal or collected by 
local sanitation department for proper landfill disposal. 
  
Domestic garbage will be collected and transported on 
regular basis, and treated by local sanitation 
department. 

Supplier/installer 
of equipment and 
plant managers 

Local EPB 
 
PMO 

Construction cost  

9. Hazardous 
material 

Hazardous and polluting 
materials from demolition of 
boilers 

At Hebei Lianguan Carbon Electrode Co., the 
cleaned-out heat oil will be handled as hazardous 
wastes for proper disposal. Measures for the 
prevention of oil spill/leakage will be taken in the 
hauling-offsite and disposal activities of old coal-fired 
heat oil boilers‘ decommissioning. 
 
At Julu County Changsheng Textile Co. and Hebei 
Lianguan Carbon Electrode Co., where asbestos is 
identified insulation or lagging material of PRC Law of 
Environmental Protection on Solid Wastes (1995) and 
the Management Method of Hazardous Waste 
Transfer and Manifests, for proper disposal and 
manifests. 

Supplier/installer 
of equipment and 
plant managers 

Local EPB 
 
PMO 

Construction cost  

10. Social impacts Environmental, Health, and 
Safety 

During the construction phase, each plant will ensure 
the safety and health of employees through safe 
working practices and provision of a safe working 
environment. 

Supplier/installer 
of equipment and 
plant managers 

Local EPB 
 
PMO 

Construction cost  

11. Grievance and 
Complaints 

Complaints of all nature 
relevant to the project 
 

Grievance redress mechanism will be established on 
the site during the implementation of subproject. 
Any complaints which concern aspects of the project 
construction will be recorded by the PMO (which will 
set up a complaints reception unit or officer) and 

PMO and plant 
managers 

EPB Management 
resource 
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Environmental 
Issues 

Activity or Impact Area Mitigation measures 
Responsibilities 

Cost Estimate 
Implementation Supervision 

investigated in conjunction with plant management. 
 
Responses and corrective actions will be timely and 
will be reported to the ADB. 

C. Project operation phase     

12. Noise Noise impacts from steam 
turbines, pumps, fans and 
blowers 

Noise control measures in the form of mufflers, 
absorption, insulation and vibrating insulation, will be 
provided to new noise sources to reduce overall noise 
levels to allow compliance to GB12348–2008 Class III 
standard at the facility boundary.   
 
There will be an additional monitoring period for noise 
at the nearest sensitive receptors (villages) for the 
initial operational period after commissioning to check 
that operational noises are within standard limits. 
Where noise limits are exceeded by >3 dB(A), noise 
barriers at plant boundary will be constructed.   
 
At the Julu County Changsheng Textile Co. subproject 
where the nearest residents are 20 meters from the 
boundary noise barriers will be erected on the 
boundary if noise limits are exceeded by any amount. 

Plant operators 
and managers 

Local EPB 
 
EMC 
 
PMO 

Environmental 
management cost 

13. Water  Tap water or well extracted 
water for domestic supply 

Water qualities will be treated to meet the relevant 
Standards for Drinking Water Quality (GB5749–2006). 
Water analysis results requested from the supplier is 
reviewed in compliance with GB5749–2006. 

Plant operators 
and managers 

Local BOH 
PMO 

Existing plant‘s 
operating cost 

Process wastewater and 
boiler wastewater 

Process wastewater will be collected and treated by 
the onsite wastewater treatment plant (comprising 
anaerobic-aerobic units) to Class III standard of the 
Integrated Wastewater Discharge Standards 
(GB8978–1996). Municipal WWTP will accept class III 
standard wastewater from the plants. 
 
Boiler wastewater which has been separated by 
reverse osmosis (as is the case in the subprojects) will 
meet Class III standard of the Integrated Wastewater 
Discharge Standards (GB8978–1996). 

Plant operators 
and managers 

Local EPB 
 
EMC 
 
PMO 

Existing plant‘s 
operating cost 

14. Air Potential emissions from 
boiler stacks, coking 
furnaces, biogas generator 
stack, and fugitive 
emissions of dust in 

At Hebei Lianguan, Julu Changsheng and Hebei 
Xinglong, electrostatic precipitators and the wet 
desulphurization devices will be installed at all boilers 
and furnaces rated to achieve compliance with Air 
Pollutants Emission Standard for Boilers (GB13271–

Plant operators 
and managers 

Local EPB 
 
EMC 
 
PMO 

Environmental 
management cost 
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Environmental 
Issues 

Activity or Impact Area Mitigation measures 
Responsibilities 

Cost Estimate 
Implementation Supervision 

workshops 
 

2001). 
 
CDQ systems at Hebei Fengmei and Tangshan 
Jianlong will include air control facilities for air 
emission treatment in compliance with the Class II 
Limits of Air Pollution Comprehensive Emission 
Standard (GB16297–1996). 
 
At the Hebei Lianguan subproject, air control facilities 
will be installed attaching to the newly-built roasting 
furnace and operated to achieve compliance with 
Class II Limits of Industrial Kiln Air Pollution Emission 
Standard (GB9078–1996). 
 
At the Hebei Lianguan subproject, the electric tar filter 
will have a 95% removal rate of asphalt oils in air 
emission, in compliance with the Air Pollution 
Comprehensive Emission Standard (GB16297–1996). 
 
At Hebei Yufeng, electrostatic precipitator and wet 
desulphurization devices will be installed at all boilers 
and operated to achieve compliance with Emission 
Standard of Air Pollutants for Thermal Power Plants 
(GB13223–2003). 
 
At the Hebei Xinglong subproject, where collected 
biogas is used for boiler fuel, a desulphurization 
device will be installed and operated to achieve 
compliance with PRC standards (GB16297–2001) and 
World Bank EHS Guidelines for stack emissions. 
 
Anaerobic unit of WWTP is designed to be sealed for 
the prevention of odor gas emission; Biogas pipeline 
will be inspected regularly for the integrity avoiding 
gas leakage. 
 
Dust arising from workshops will be collected by 
suction hoods and treated by bag filters, for the 
prevention of fugitive emissions. 

15. Solid waste Proper reuse or disposal of 
process wastes 
 

For subprojects with boilers, boiler ash and sulfate 

residues from desulfurization processes will be 

collected and sold for proper recycle use. 

Plant operators 
and managers 

Local EPB 
 
EMC 

Existing plant‘s 
operating cost  
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Environmental 
Issues 

Activity or Impact Area Mitigation measures 
Responsibilities 

Cost Estimate 
Implementation Supervision 

At the CDQ systems at Hebei Fengmei and Tangshan 

Jianlongcoal/coking soots from coking facilities will be 

recycled or sold. Onsite WWTP sludge, rectified 

residues and waste oils/tar will be remixed with 

process raw materials.   

 

At Hebei Xinglong, corn residues will be sold to 

farmers for use as fertilizers or feeds. Coal ashes will 

be sold for road filling or production of construction 

materials. Sulfate residues of air emission control 

facilities will be sold for calcium sulfate recycling.   

 

Empty drums of hydraulic oils/lubricants from all 
subprojects will be recycled by the suppliers, and 
manifests will be maintained onsite. 

 
PMO 

16. Health and 
safety 

Boilers 
 
WWTP 
 
Biogas conveyance 
pipeline, holders and 
generator 
 

The proposed project will install equipment and 
facilities with fire hazards. Subprojects will be 
designed and installed in accordance with national fire 
fighting codes. Upon completion of building renovation 
and facility/equipment installation, plants will apply to 
the local fire fighting department for fire inspection and 
acceptance. 
 
All boilers are designated pressure vessels. They 
should be registered with the Quality and Technical 
Supervision Department of municipalities directly 
under the Central Government (Supervision 
Regulation on Safety Technology for Stationary 
Pressure Vessel (TSGR0004–2009, 6.1).   
 
For boilers and furnaces, high temperature radiation-
proofing and the establishment of emergency 
response and preparedness plans will be conditions of 
approval. 
 
At the biogas facility at Hebei Xinglong a safety impact 
assessment (SIA) will be undertaken under the Law of 
Safety Production in the PRC (2002). Additionally: at 
the biogas facility at Hebei Xinglong: 
(i) Workers will take part in training and in fire 

Plant operators 
and managers 

Local Bureau 
of Work 
Safety  
 
PMO 

Environmental 
management cost 
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Environmental 
Issues 

Activity or Impact Area Mitigation measures 
Responsibilities 

Cost Estimate 
Implementation Supervision 

protection technical specification, fire 
protection knowledge, hazard and prevention 
of static electricity discharge.  

(ii) New workers will not take up their duties until 
taking part in the training, and knowing the 
regulations, systems, operation procedure 
and skills.  

(iii) Any building or maintenance especially 
involving electric or gas welding in the biogas 
facility area shall have prior approval, and 
reported to the local public fire protection 
authority. 

 
At Hebei Fengmei and HebeTangshan Jianlong 
lthough safety assessments exist for the current 
facilities, additional assessments will be conducted to 
cover the retrofitted coking ovens and CDQ systems. 
 
At Hebei Linguan subproject, a safety assessment is 
recommended to cover the installation and operation 
of the new roasting furnace and two oil heating 
boilers, as well as the demolition and removal/disposal 
of the replaced facilities. 

D. Restoration of site landscape and sediment retention    

17. Soil loss Excavation, backfilling, 
construction solid waste 
 

No soil erosion measures are required as the 
subproject sites are located in level, developed areas 
within existing industrial plant boundaries. 
 
During the project construction, any soil excavation 
and fill imports will be balanced to minimize the 
imported amount of fills and prevent the generation of 
construction wastes (including surplus soil excavated) 
on the site. 

Plant operators 
and managers 

Local EPB 
 
PMO 

Environmental 
management cost 

  Green belts will be restored and maintained not only 
for noise attenuation but also for landscape restoration 
after site construction. 

   

ADB = Asian Development Bank; BOH = Bureau of Health; CDQ = coke dry quenching; EHS = environmental, health, and safety; EIA = environmental impact assessment; 
EMC = environmental monitoring center, EMP = environmental management plan; EPB = environmental protection bureau; m = meter; PMO = project management office; 
PRC = People‘s Republic of China; WWTP = wastewater treatment plant. 
Source Asian Development Bank staff estimates. 
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Table A6.2: Environmental Monitoring Framework 
Monitoring parameter Monitoring location Monitoring Frequency Undertaken by 

A. Construction 

Air 

Fugitive dusts At the site boundary Once during construction Contractor /Local EMC 

TSP/dusts Boilers/bag filters installed in workshop 
At commissioning Contractor /Local EMC 

SO2, NOx Boilers, biogas generator 

Water pH, SS, COD, TN, grease/oil 
Domestic wastewater Once during construction 

Contractor /Local EMC 
Process wastewater At commissioning 

Noise  At the site boundary 
Once during construction and at 
commissioning 

Contractor /Local EMC 

B. Operation 

Air NO2, SO2, TSP /dusts 
Boilers, biogas generator and bag-filters installed in 
workshop 

Annually 
Plant operator /Local 
EMC 

Water pH, SS, COD, TN, grease/oil WWTP Annually 
Plant operator /Local 
EMC 

Noise  At the site boundary Upon formal operation 
Plant operator /Local 
EMC 

  At the nearest residences For 3 months after commissioning Contractor /Local EMC 

COD = chemical oxygen demand, EMC = environmental monitoring center, NO2 = nitrogen dioxide, NOx = nitrogen oxide, SO2 = sulfur dioxide, SS = suspension solid, TN = 
total nitrogen, TSP = total suspended particulate, WWTP = wastewater treatment plant. 
Source: Asian Development Bank staff estimates. 
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Table A6.3: Cost Estimates for Environmental Management Plan 
(CNY 000) 

 
EMP Item Group 

Hebei 
Yufeng

b
 

Hebei 
Fengmei

b
 

Hebei 
Lianguan

a
 

Hebei 
Xinglong

a
 

Hebei 
Qianjin

a
 

Cangzhou 
Co-gen

a
 

Tangshan 
Jianlong

a
  

Julu 
Changsheng

b
 

Total 

(CNY 
000) 

Air pollution control 9,500 7,000 9,500 4,500 – – 7,000 9,500 47,000 

Water pollution control 300 – 300 – – – – 300 900 

Noise pollution control 300 300 – 300 – – 300 300 1,500 

Landscaping – – – 200 – 20 – – 220 

Safety assessments and fire 
plans 

20 20 120 20 – 20 20 20 240 

Worker safety and health 180 180 180 130 – 60 180 180 1,090 

Construction monitoring and 
project acceptance inspections 

19 12 15 15 8 8 12 19 108 

Environmental impact 
assessment 

80 100 100 100 – 80 100 100 660 

Total 10,399 7,612 10,215 5,265 8 188 7,612 10,419 51,718 

          

Operational Environmental 
monitoring (per annum cost) 

17 10 17 12 1 2 10 17 86 

Total 17 10 17 12 1 2 10 17 86 

CNY = yuan, EMP = environmental management plan. 
a 

Figures from the local environmental impact assessment documents and feasibility study reports. 
b
 Estimates based upon proposed works. 

Source: Asian Development Bank staff estimates.  
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CURRENCY EQUIVALENTS 
(as of 26 October 2011) 

 
Currency unit – yuan (CNY) 

CNY1.00 = $0.1567 
$1.00 = CNY6.379 

 
 

ABBREVIATIONS 

 ADB – Asian Development Bank 
 EHS – environmental, health, and safety 
 EIA – environmental impact assessment 
 EIAF – environmental impact assessment form 
 IEE – initial environmental examination 
 EPB – Environmental Protection Bureau 
 ESMS – environmental and social management system 
 FIL – financial intermediation loan 
 GRM – grievance redress mechanism 
 HPG – Hebei provincial government 
 PIAL – prohibited investment activities list 
 PMO – project management office 
 PRC – People‘s Republic of China 
 SPS – Safeguard Policy Statement 
 
 

NOTE 

 

In this report, "$" refers to US dollars. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This environmental and social management system arrangement is a document of the borrower. 
The views expressed herein do not necessarily represent those of ADB's Board of Directors, 
Management, or staff, and may be preliminary in nature. 
 
In preparing any country program or strategy, financing any project, or by making any 
designation of or reference to a particular territory or geographic area in this document, the 
Asian Development Bank does not intend to make any judgments as to the legal or other status 
of any territory or area. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
1. This environmental and social management system (ESMS) document is prepared for 
the proposed Hebei Energy Efficiency Improvement and Emission Reduction Project. The 
project proposes to utilize financial intermediation loan (FIL) modality of the Asian Development 
Bank (ADB). The project focuses on energy efficiency improvement and air pollution emissions 
reduction in Hebei Province. ADB has assisted Hebei provincial government (HPG) in selecting 
and appraising the first batch subprojects. Future subprojects to be funded under this FIL 
scheme, utilizing the repayment from the first batch subprojects, will include energy efficiency 
and emission reduction subprojects located within Hebei Province and energy services 
subprojects proposed by Hebei companies. 
 
2. This ESMS will (i) be established and maintained as part of HPG‘s overall management 
system in relation to the ADB loan project in order to meet national laws and ADB safeguards 
requirements for FIL as per ADB‘s Safeguard Policy Statement (SPS) (2009);1 (ii) guide HPG 
and the project management office (PMO) in appraising and approving the future subprojects 
under the FIL; and (iii) be documented and agreed on by ADB, executing agency, PMO, and 
financial intermediary prior to loan effectiveness. The ESMS will be adopted by the PMO before 
the disbursement of ADB loan. 
 
Elements of the Environmental and Social Management System 
 
3. ADB‘s safeguard policy framework consists of three operational policies on the 
environment, indigenous peoples, and involuntary resettlement. In order to ensure that the ADB 
safeguard policies are enforced under an FIL which is directly managed by the executing 
agency, the ESMS will incorporate the following key elements:  
 

(i) applicable environmental and social policies; 
(ii) screening, categorization, and review procedure;  
(iii) organizational structure and staffing, including skills and competencies in 

environmental and social issues;  
(iv) training requirements; and  
(v) monitoring and reporting.  

 
II. ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL MANAGEMENT POLICY AND APPLICABLE 

REQUIREMENTS 
 
A. ADB Safeguard Policy 

 
4. ADB‘s safeguard policy framework consists of three operational policies on environment, 

indigenous peoples, and involuntary resettlement. ADB‘s Environmental Assessment Guidelines 
(2003) 2  provide information on good practice approaches to implementing safeguards. In 
addition to the three safeguard policies, several sector policies have environmental safeguard 
elements, for example, those pertaining to water, energy, and forestry. Further, ADB‘s SPS 
(2009) also contains poverty, labor, and gender issues that would need to be addressed as part 
of the environmental review. 
 

                                                
1
 ADB. 2010. Safeguard Policy Statement. Manila. 

2
 ADB. 2003. Environmental Assessment Guidelines. Manila. 
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B. Applicable Environmental and Social Regulations 
 
5. A list of People‘s Republic of China (PRC) national laws and regulations concerning 
environmental, health and safety (EHS) of existing facilities as well as new facilities is provided 
in Annex 2, supplemented by relevant ordinances, circulars and technical standards, and 
guidance as published from time to time. In addition, provincial governments may establish 
provincial regulations to supplement the national laws and regulations. 
 
6. New industrial projects may require completion of the following three key assessments 
which incorporate the PRC EHS regulatory requirements: 

(i) environmental impact assessments (EIAs) for all projects;  
(ii) safety impact pre-assessments, if applicable;  
(iii) occupational disease hazard assessment, if applicable; and 
(iv) required permits. 

 
III. INSTITUTIONAL RESPONSIBILITY, STAFFING, AND TRAINING 

 
7. Organization and responsibilities. HPG is the executing agency with overall 
responsibility for the execution of the project. A project leading group, consisting of Hebei 
Development and Reform Commission and Hebei Provincial Finance Department, will provide 
policy direction and operating guidance for new subloans. 
 
8. The ESMS shall serve as the basis for subprojects categorization and due diligence both 
for the first batch and future batches of subprojects, to be funded by the revolving fund. All 
future subloan agreements between the PMO, financial intermediary, and the subborowers will 
contain appropriate environmental and social covenants requiring that subborrowers are in 
compliance, in all material respects, with the applicable safeguard requirements as stated in the 
ESMS. 
 
9. HPG will continually endeavor to ensure and enhance effective environmental and social 
management practices in all of its activities, products and services with a special focus on the 
following: 

(i) ensuring that applicable safeguard requirements are met for all subprojects, 
(ii) ensuring appropriate consultation and transparency in its selection and managing 

of subproject activities, 
(iii) working together with the subproject management to put into practice applicable 

safeguard requirements, and 
(iv) promoting subprojects with environmental and social benefits. 
 

10. HPG has established the PMO to implement the project. The PMO will, among other 
things, be responsible for ensuring safeguard compliance through the implementation of the 
ESMS for the duration of the ADB loan (2012–2027). The PMO will ensure during the selection 
of subsequent projects that: 

(i) at an initial stage of project identification, all subprojects using ADB funds are 
screened against the Prohibited Investment Activities List (PIAL) of the ADB‘s 
SPS (2009) (Appendix 3); 

(ii) all PIAL compliant subprojects will proceed to the next stage screening process 
involving assessment under subproject selection criteria for the project, which 
should exclude all subprojects belonging to category A or B for involuntary 
resettlement and ethnic minorities (i.e., there should be no impacts) and 
environment category A as per ADB SPS requirements;  
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(iii) the PMO will ensure that the selected subprojects comply with the subproject 
selection criteria pertaining to environment and social criteria as mentioned in 
Annex 1; and 

(iv) HPG will ensure that the selected subprojects are reviewed and evaluated 
against ADB‘s safeguard requirements (footnote 1) pertaining to environment 
issues and the national environment, health, safety laws and regulations (Annex 
2).   
 

11. An environmental and social safeguards manager,3 will be appointed before the first 
disbursement of ADB loan, who reports directly to the director of the PMO and will be 
responsible for day-to-day implementation of the ESMS. The manager should (i) have oversight 
for environmental and social issues, (ii) ensure that resources are made available for 
environmental and social management, and (iii) should sign and submit the annual ESMS 
implementation report to ADB. The manager should ensure that ADB is notified if and when the 
current staff organization has been changed or responsible staff is replaced with new staff.  
 
12. Capacity and resources. The environmental and social safeguards manager (or other 
designated staff) will (i) work with the management of the subproject host companies to ensure 
that adequate resources have been committed to allow for the effective implementation of 
ESMS policies and procedures, and (ii) need to be technically qualified to be able to carry out 
the screening and due diligence or able to review the work carried out by consultant(s). The 
HPG should also maintain a pool of qualified environmental and social consultants who can be 
called upon to assist in conducting environmental and social reviews, and preparation of initial 
environmental impact examination (IEE), as appropriate.  
 
13. Training. The environmental and social safeguards manager should attend ADB-
sponsored or approved environmental and social training related to compliance and monitoring 
activities. Further, the PMO is responsible for ensuring that designated facility managers are 
subject to proper training in order to facilitate the implementation of ESMS at the subproject 
level (including ESMS reporting) before ESMS becomes operational. 
 

IV. ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES 
 
A. Screening and Categorization 
 
14. During the initial screening of candidate subprojects, the manager of PMO will first apply 
the project selection criteria provided in Appendix 2 to PAM and ADB's PIAL (Annex 3 to 
ESMS). If the subproject involves a prohibited investment activity then it will not be considered 
for ADB funding. 
 
15. The environmental and social safeguards manager (or other designated officer) will 
review the environmental and social assessment checklists provided in Annex 4 to be submitted 
by subborrowers. The checklists are used to determine the significance of potential 
environmental and/or social impacts associated with the subproject. Any project that involves 
involuntary resettlement or has an adverse impact on ethnic minorities will be excluded from 
further consideration. In completing the checklist, the safeguards manager needs to acquire a 
letter from the local environmental protection bureau (EPB) in regards to the environmental 
compliance history of the host facility, including any record of violation, complaints and pending 
court cases, and verify the status of the EIA approval of the host facility and environmental 

                                                
3
 The environmental and social safeguards manager can be a full time officer or a consultant. 
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discharge permit. If there is any issue raised by the local EPB, the issue should be investigated 
with results documented to form an attachment to the checklist.   
 
16. Further, the subproject will be classified as one of the following categories:4 category A 
(with potential significant environmental impacts); category B (with less significant 
environmental impacts), and category C (with minimal or no impacts) as indicated in the table. 
Any subproject that is categorized as A for any of the safeguards will be excluded from further 
consideration. Any project that is categorized as B for social safeguards (involuntary 
resettlement and indigenous peoples) will also be excluded or modified to ensure there are no 
adverse impacts. Prior to the project completion in 2017, the safeguards manager should submit 
the tentative categorization with the draft checklist attached in a letter to ADB project officer for 
approval prior to finalization. After 2017, the tentative categorization together with the complete 
checklist needs to be approved by the deputy leader of the project steering committee prior to 
notification to the subproject company to process with EIA (see below). The categorization and 
the complete checklist should also be filed with ADB as an attachment to the annual project 
progress report.     

 
B. Information Disclosure, Consultation, and Participation, and Grievance Redress 
Mechanism 
 
17. ADB safeguard requirements in information disclosure, consultation, and participation, 
and grievance redress mechanism (GRM) are addressed through separate arrangement by 
PMO for the whole project by setting up web-based information disclosure and consultation 
platform and appointing the designated safeguards manager as the first point of contact for 
grievance redress. During the due diligence site visit, employee and local resident 
representative and local environmental authorities will be invited for a consultation session (see 
below). The GRM will be presented and discussed. 
 
C. Due Diligence Site Inspection and Public Consultation  
 
18. Following initial screening and categorization, due diligence exercised by the prospective 
subproject companies will be examined by the environmental and social safeguards manager 
(or other designated staff) of the PMO, through undertaking a site reconnaissance inspection to 
be performed in the existing premises of the particular subproject company. The purpose of the 
due diligence site inspection is as follows: 

(i) confirm the information provided in the checklist and environmental 
categorization;  

(ii) verify EHS compliance status of the subproject company; 
(iii) verify that the facility has proper EIA approval and discharge permit; 
(iv) identify whether the subproject is required to complete safety impact pre-

assessments and/or occupational disease hazard assessment;  
(v) identify potential operational EHS risks associated with the operational practices 

observed at the facility; 

                                                
4
  For all practical purposes, a subproject that requires a full EIA report, in the PRC domestic approval process, may 

be classified as category A in the ADB process; a subproject that requires an EIA form may be classified as 
category B; a subproject that requires an environmental impact registration form may be classified as category C or 
category B. The environmental and social safeguards manager should consult with the provincial EPB on the 
domestic EIA requirement prior to the finalization of the ADB categorization. If in any exceptional case, a 
subproject that requires a full EIA report by the provincial EPB may be considered as category B under the ADB 
process, the PMO should request for a pre-approval from ADB. 
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(vi) conduct brief environmental and social consultation through interviews with 
employee, local resident and/or local environmental authorities; 

(vii) present and discuss the GRM; 
(viii) verify whether there has been recent land acquisition (past 3 years) by the host 

company and whether there any outstanding compensation payments or 
disputes; 

(ix) conduct due diligence of existing facilities; and  
(x) confirm boundaries of potential adverse impacts. 

 
19. Prior the due diligence site visit, an information request list will be sent to the subproject 
company for information collection (Attachment 1 to Annex 6), which includes a request to 
arrange a meeting with the local EPB. During the due diligence site visit, the environmental and 
social safeguards manager (or the designated consultant) will also undertake environmental and 
social consultation and interview one manager and at least one employee for each of the EHS 
and social areas. Where there are residents and businesses within 300 meters or as deemed 
appropriate due to the anticipated boundaries of potential adverse impacts, whichever is higher, 
additional interviews should be extended to representatives of neighboring 
residents/businesses. A template questionnaire for the EHS and social interviews is provided in 
Attachment 2 to Annex 6. A due diligence site inspection report will be prepared for the 
subprojects using the format provided in Annex 6. The findings will be reflected in the report to 
the PMO management which will take into account the due diligence report in approving the 
subproject. 
 
20. For subprojects categorized as category B, the PMO will advise the subproject company 
to prepare an EIA form (EIAF) and for subprojects categorized as category C to submit an 
environmental impact registration form to meet the PRC domestic requirement. The EIAF report 
should comply with national requirements including obtaining appropriate domestic approvals.  
 
21. For environment category B projects, an IEE report will need to be prepared by PMO 
based on the EIAF submission to meet the requirements of ADB‘s SPS. Outline for an IEE 
report is provided in Annex 5. The PMO will be responsible for the quality assurance of IEE and 
tracking of domestic approvals. The IEE will need to show results of due diligence exercise as 
indicated below. Prior to the loan completion in 2017, the IEE reports need to be submitted to 
ADB for review prior to the approval of the subloan. After 2017, the IEE report needs to be 
approved by the PMO director prior to the subloan approval and filed with ADB as an 
attachment to the annual project progress report. 
 

Table 1 : ADB Environmental Safeguard Requirements5 
Category (Risk Rating) Environmental Assessment  

 
Category B (with less significant impacts) 

 IEE preparation  

 Compliance due diligence of existing 
facility with corrective action, if necessary 

Category C (with minimal or no impacts)   Compliance due diligence of existing 
facility with corrective action, if necessary 

IEE = initial environmental examination. . 
Source: Asian Development Bank‘s Safeguard Policy Statement, 2009. 

 
22. For environment category B projects, if site inspection finds gap between ADB 
environment and social safeguard guidelines and existing performance, then IEE reports must 

                                                
5
 Category A subprojects are not included in the Table 1 as category A subprojects are not eligible for financing 

under the project.   
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address these gaps through an appropriate action plan, to become a part of the subproject‘s 
environmental management plan (EMP). PMO will furnish the evidence that due diligence 
results have been incorporated in IEE reports. For environment category C projects, if there are 
gaps, it must be addressed through an appropriate action plan that PMO will file and which 
implementation it will monitor.  
 
D. Compliance Monitoring and Reporting 

23. fter an environment category B subproject is approved, the manager (or other 
designated staff) (i) maintains regular communications with the subproject and confirms to the 
ADB project team, on a regular basis but not less frequently than semi-annually that the 
subproject, is undertaking the obligations of compliance with subproject EMP (for B projects), 
corrective action plan (for C projects) for all applicable environmental and social safeguard 
requirements, and (ii) the PMO will report to ADB project team within 1 week of any actual or 
potential breach of the compliance requirements after becoming aware of it.6  
 
24. If a major accident or environment incident occurs in any of the subprojects, the PMO, 
together with the subborrower, will prepare an environment incident report. Prior to the 
completion of the project up to 2017, PMO will forward the incident report (Attachment to Annex 
7) to ADB within a week after completion of the incident report. After the completion of the 
project in 2017, the PMO will forward the incident report to the deputy leader of the project 
steering committee within a week after completion of the incident report. 
 
25. Environmental and social performance will be evaluated on an annual basis. The PMO 
will ensure that the subproject company prepares and submits an environmental and social 
safeguards monitoring report, including an update of the environmental management plan, and 
will review and assess the subproject's performance on environmental and social safeguards 
issues. Outline for a subproject environmental and social safeguard monitoring report is 
provided in Annex 7. 
 
26. Based on the review of the monitoring reports for environment category B projects 
prepared by the subproject companies, the environmental and social safeguards manager will 
prepare an annual ESMS implementation report in the format set out in Annex 8, and submit it 
to ADB.  
 
E. Grievance Redress Mechanism   

 
27. GRM is addressed through separate arrangement by PMO for the whole project by 
setting up a formal web-based platform to provide a systematic, transparent and timely process 
for receiving, evaluating and addressing affected peoples project-related complaints and 
grievances. The GRM will be open to all project affected people, regardless of the nature of their 
complaint and should be gender responsive, culturally appropriate, and readily accessible to all 
segments of the affected people at no costs and without retribution.   
 
28. The environmental and social safeguards manager will be designated as the first point of 
contact for grievance redress to address all potential complaints for both construction and 
operation phase of all subprojects. Any complaints which concern any aspect of the subproject 
will be recorded and investigated by the responsible staff promptly. A complaints register will be 

                                                
6
 A sample environmental incident report is provided as an Attachment to Annex 7. 
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maintained which will show the details and nature of the complaint, the complainant, the date 
and actions taken by the sub borrower as a result of the investigation.  
 
29. During the public consultation interviews at the subproject plant (see above), the GRM 
procedure will be explained to the employee and local resident representatives; the contact 
information of the PMO and environmental and social safeguards manager will be provided the 
interviewees for public distribution. Further, the arrangement for complaints management will be 
reflected in the contract with the construction contractor and equipment supplier/installer to 
cover construction phase and the company's system documentation to cover operational phase. 
When construction starts, a sign will be erected at the site providing the public with updated 
project information, summarizing the GRM process and the web address and contact phone 
number of the PMO.  
 
30. On receipt of a complaint in any form (i.e., in person, telephone, written), the PMO 
complaints officer will log the details in a complaints register. The complaint will be forwarded to 
the plant management and local EPB within 48 hours. The plant management will respond to 
the PMO within 2 weeks with advice on corrective actions taken or put in train. This advice will 
be passed on to the complainant by the PMO. The PMO will be informing EPBs about 
complainants received and the actions taken. 
 
31. If the complainant is dissatisfied with the outcome, or have received no advice in the 
allotted time period, he or she can resubmit the complaint and this will be logged in the 
complaints register as a nonresponsive issue until resolved. The PMO will follow up with the 
subborrower until a mutually acceptable solution is reached to the complaint. In the event of 
disagreement between the complaint and the subborrower, the PMO will request a decision 
from the local EPB. The PMO will summarize the complaints received and the actions taken 
with respect to the complaints received and any unresolved complaints in the annual ESMS 
implementation report (Annex 8). 
 
32. A diagram indicating the GRM is provided in the figure below. 
 

GRIEVANCE REDRESS MECHANISM 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ADB = Asian Development Bank, EPB = environmental protection bureau, PSC = project steering committee. 
Source: Project preparatory technical assistance team in conjunction with the project management office. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL CRITERIA FOR THE SELECTION OF 
SUBPROJECTS 

 
Environmental and social criteria will form one of the stages of the screening process for 
selecting future subprojects.   
  

(i) The subproject should not have significant adverse environment impacts 
requiring it to be categorized as category A under the Asian Development Bank‘s 
(ADB) Safeguard Policy Statement (2009).1    

(ii) The subprojects must not involve any land acquisition or demolition of residential 
or private commercial buildings. The subproject proposal will be screened 
through an involuntary resettlement impact screening checklist (Annex 4). The 
checklist will be submitted to ADB for approval to confirm that no land acquisition 
or house demolition will be required. 

(iii) The subprojects must not have adverse impacts on ethnic minorities. The 
subproject proposal will be screened through an ethnic minorities impact 
screening checklist (Annex 4). The checklist will be submitted to ADB for 
approval to confirm that there are no adverse impacts on ethnic minorities. 

(iv) The subprojects must not be located in any designated environmental protection 
zone. 

(v) Each subproject must acquire proper approvals from proper national and 
provincial authorities in charge, and be designed, constructed, and operated in 
accordance with relevant national and provincial social and environmental laws 
and regulations. 

(vi) The subborrowers should have complied with all relevant domestic environment 
regulations and should be in possession of relevant environment permits with 
respect to the existing facilities. 

(vii) The subborowers should be in compliance with relevant domestic occupational 
health and safety standard. 

(viii) The subprojects should not result in labor retrenchment and labor redundancies.  

    

                                                
1
 ADB. 2009. Safeguard Policy Statement. Manila. 
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LIST OF APPLICABLE NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL, HEALTH AND SAFETY 
REGULATIONS 

Category Title of Regulation Regulator Edition 

Construction 
Projects 

Labor Law (1994) 
Standing Committee of National 
People‘s Congress 

1994 

Rules on the Labor Protection of Female 
Staff (1988) 

State Council 1988 

Rules on the Types of Work Prohibited for 
Women (1990) 

Ministry of Labor and Social Security 
(now Ministry of Human Resources 
and Social Security) 

1990 

Classification of Intensity of Physical Work 
(GB3869-1997) 

State Bureau of Technical Supervision 1997 

Law on Production Safety (2002) 
Standing Committee of National 
People‘s Congress 

2002 

Safety Signs and Guideline for the Use 
(GB2894-2008) 

General Administration of Quality 
Supervision, Inspection and 
Quarantine and the Standardization 
Administration 

2008 

Regulation on the Safety Supervision of 
Specialized Installations (2009) 

State Council 2009 

Interim Rules for Supervision and 
Management of Occupational Health in 
Workplaces (2009) 

State Administration of Work Safety 2009 

Regulation on the Management of 
Construction Project Quality (2000) 

State Council 2000 

Occupational 
noise 

Norms on Hearing Protection for Workers at 
Industrial Facilities (1999) 

Ministry of Health 1999 

Electricity 

Rules of Electrical Safety Management 
(1986) 

Ministry of Machinery Industry 1986 

Safety Guidelines for Electricity Use (GB/T 
13869-2008) 

General Administration of Quality 
Supervision, Inspection and 
Quarantine and the Standardization 
Administration 

2008 

Emergency 

Guidelines for Enterprises to Develop 
Emergency Response Plan for Work Place 
Accidents (AQ/T 9002-2006) 

State Administration of Work Safety 2006 

Rules of Reporting and Investigation of 
Work Place Accidents (2007) 

State Council 2007 

Interim Rules on Inspection and Removal of 
Potential Risks of Work Place Accidents 
(2007) 

State Administration of Work Safety 2007 

Measures for the Administration of 
Emergency Response Plans for Work 
Safety Accidents (2009) 

State Administration of Work Safety 2009 

Provisions on Radioactive Accidents (2001) 
Ministry of Health and Ministry of 
Public Security 

2001 

Fire Protection 

Fire Safety Signs (GB13495-1992) State Bureau of Technical Supervision 1992 

Provisions on Safety for Workplaces with 
Explosion Risks (1995) 

Labor Department 1995 

Firefighting Surveillance and Inspection 
Rules for Building Construction (1997) 

Ministry of Public Security 1997 
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Category Title of Regulation Regulator Edition 

Maintenance for Fire Equipment in Building 
(GA 587-2005) 

Ministry of Public Security 2005 

Provisions of Fire Prevention in Building 
Design (GB 50016-2006) 

Ministry of Construction and General 
Administration of Quality Supervision, 
Inspection and Quarantine 

2006 

Fire Prevention Technology Requirements 
for Residential, Production, Operation or 
Storage Mixed-Use Areas (GA 703-2007) 

Ministry of Public Security 2007 

Safety Regulation for Dust Explosion 
Prevention (GB 15577-2007) 

General Administration of Quality 
Supervision, Inspection and 
Quarantine and Standardization 
Administration 

2007 

Code for Acceptance and Inspection of 
Extinguisher Distribution in Buildings (GB 
50444-2008) 

Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural 
Development 

2008 

Hygiene 
standards 

Hygienic Standards for the Design of 
Industrial Enterprises (GBZ 1-2010) 

Ministry of Health 2010 

Hygiene Standards for Domestic Drinking 
Water (GB 5749-2006) 

Ministry of Health and Standardization 
Administration 

2006 

Insurance 
Work-related Injury Insurance Regulation 
(2010) 

State Council 2010 

Lifting 

Regulations for Periodic Inspection of 
Lifting/Hoisting Machinery (TSG Q7015 -
2008) 

General Administration of Quality 
Supervision, Inspection and 
Quarantine 

2008 

Regulations on Use and Maintenance of 
Lifts (TSG Q5001-2009) 

General Administration of Quality 
Supervision, Inspection and 
Quarantine 

2009 

Occupational 
disease 

Management Measures on Occupational 
Disease Diagnosis and Appraisal (2002) 

Ministry of Health 2002 

Measures on Investigation of and Dealing 
with Occupational Diseases Risk Accidents 
(2002) 

Ministry of Health 2002 

Measures on Occupational Health Care 
(2002) 

Ministry of Health 2002 

Warning Signs for Occupational Disease 
Hazards in Workplaces (GBZ 158-2003) 

Ministry of Health 2003 

Provisions on Management of Occupational 
Disease Hazard Classification in 
Construction Projects (2006) 

Ministry of Health 2006 

Personal 
Protective 
Equipments 
(PPE) 

Personal Fall Protection Systems (GB 6095-
2009) 

General Administration of Quality 
Supervision, Inspection and 
Quarantine, and Standardization 
Administration 

2009 

Code of Practice for Selection of Personal 
Protective Equipments—GB/T 11651-2008 

General Administration of Quality 
Supervision, Inspection and 
Quarantine and State Standardization 
Administration Committee 

2008 

Provisional Regulation of the Use of 
Personal Protective Equipment for 
Construction Personnel (2007) 

Ministry of Construction 2007 
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Category Title of Regulation Regulator Edition 

Reporting 
(statutory) 
asbestos 
hazardous 
dangerous 
explosive 
radioactive 

Basic Standards for Protection Against 
Ionizing Radiation and for the Safety of 
Radiation Sources—GB 18871-2002 

General Administration of Quality 
Supervision, Inspection and 
Quarantine of People‘s Republic of 
China 

2002 

Provisions on Preventing Environmental 
Pollution Caused by Electrical Equipment 
Containing Polychlorinated Biphenyls 
(PCBs) and Related Wastes (1991) 

State Environmental Protection 
Administration (Now Ministry of 
Environmental Protection) 
and Ministry of Energy 

1991 

Control Standard on Polychlorinated 
Biphenyl Wastes (GB 13015-91) 

State Environmental Protection 
Administration  

  

Management Measures on Transportation 
Safety Permitting of Radioactive Substances 
(2010) 

Ministry of Environmental Protection 2010 

Rules on the Storage of Dangerous 
Chemicals (GB 15603-1995) 

State Bureau of Technical Supervision 1995 

Regulations on the Management of the 
Controlled Chemicals (1995) 

State Council 1995 

Provisions on Safe Use of Chemicals in 
Workplaces (1996) 

Ministry of Labor and Ministry of 
Chemical Industry 

1996 

Provisions on Pesticides Management in 
China (2001) 

State Council 2001 

Management Measures on Registration of 
Dangerous Chemicals (2002) 

State Economic and Trade 
Commission 

2002 

General Rules for Classification and Hazard 
Communication of Chemicals (GB 13690-
2009) 

General Administration of Quality 
Supervision, Inspection and 
Quarantine and State Standardization 
Administration 

2009 

Training 

Notion on Safe Production Training 
Examination for the Principals of Production 
and Operating Entity, Management 
Personnel and Other Practitioners (2002) 

State Administration of Work Safety 2002 

Provision on Safety Training for 
Manufacturing and Operations Facilities 
(2006) 

State Administration of Work Safety 2006 

Management Provisions on Examining 
Safety Technical Training of Special 
Operation Personnel (2010) 

State Administration of Work Safety 2010 

Work 
equipment 

Safety in Welding and Cutting (GB 9448-
1999) 

State Bureau of Quality and Technical 
Supervision 

1999 

Safety Nets (GB 5725-2009) 

General Administration of Quality 
Supervision, Inspection and 
Quarantine, and Standardization 
Administration 

2009 

Safety and Technical Regulations on 
Management, Use, Inspection, and 
Maintenance of Hand-held Power Tools 
(GB/T 3787-2006) 

General Administration of Quality 
Supervision, Inspection and 
Quarantine, and Standardization 
Administration 

2006 

Safety of Hand-held Power Tools(GB 3883) 

General Administration of Quality 
Supervision, Inspection and 
Quarantine and Standardization 
Administration 

  

Safety of Mobile Power Tools(GB 13960) 

General Administration of Quality 
Supervision, Inspection and 
Quarantine and Standardization 
Administration 
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Category Title of Regulation Regulator Edition 

Workplace and 
welfare 

Labor Protection Regulations for 
Workplaces That Use Toxic Substances 
(2002) 

State Council 2002 

General 
Environmental 

Law of the People‘s Republic of China on 
Environmental Impact Assessment (2002) 

Standing Committee of the National 
People‘s Congress 

2002 

Law of the People‘s Republic of China on 
Environmental Protection (1989) 

Standing Committee of the National 
People‘s Congress 

1989 

Law of the People‘s Republic of China on 
Land Management (1986; last amended 
2004) 

Standing Committee of the National 
People‘s Congress 

2004 

Management Provisions on the Reporting 
and Registration of Pollutant Discharges 
(1992,last amended 2005) 

  1992 

Environmental Protection Management 
Measures for Electromagnetic Radiation 
(1997) 

State Environmental Protection 
Administration 

1997 

Measures for the Disclosure of 
Environmental Information (Trial 
Implementation) (2007) 

Ministry of Environmental Protection 2007 

Law of the People‘s Republic of China on 
Prevention and Control of Pollution from 
Environmental Noise  

Standing Committee of the National 
People‘s Congress 

  

Management Measures on Automatic 
Monitoring and Inspection of Pollution 
Sources (2005) 

Ministry of Environmental Protection 2005 

Measures on Management of Pollution 
Sources Monitoring (1999) 

State Environmental Protection 
Administration 

1999 

Water 

Law of the People‘s Republic of China on 
Water (1988; last amended 2002) 

Standing Committee of the National 
People‘s Congress 

2002 

Provisions on the Administration of the 
Prevention and Control of Pollution in the 
Protected Zones of Drinking Water Sources 
(1989) 

State Environmental Protection 
Administration 

1989 

Management Measures on the Monitoring of 
Pollutant Discharge Outlets Entering Rivers 
(2004) 

Ministry of Water Resources 2004 

Management Regulations for Water 
Extraction Permitting and Collection of 
Water Resource Fees (2006) 

State Council 2006 

Management Measures on Handling of 
Water Pollution Within a Specified Period 
(Trial Implementation) (2009) 

Ministry of Environmental Protection 2009 

Integrated Wastewater Discharge Standard 
(GB 8978-1996) 

State Environmental Protection 
Administration 

1996 

Technical Guidelines for Environmental 
Impact Assessment—Groundwater 

Environment (HJ 610－2011) 

Ministry of Environmental Protection 2011 

Quality Standard for Groundwater (GB/T 
14848-93) 

State Bureau of Technical Supervision   
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Category Title of Regulation Regulator Edition 

Discharge Standard for Municipal 
Wastewater( CJ 3082-1999) 

Ministry of Construction 1999 

Environmental Quality Standard for Surface 
Water (GB 3838-2002) 

State Environmental Protection 
Administration and General 
Administration of Quality Supervision, 
Inspection and Quarantine  

2002 

Law on Prevention and Control of Water 
Pollution (1984; last amended 2008) 

Standing Committee of the National 
People's Congress 

2008 

Implementing Rules of the Law on the 
Prevention and Control of Water Pollution 
(2000) 

State Council 2000 

Air 

Measures on the Administration of Urban 
Smoke-Dust Controlling Zones (1987) 

Environmental Protection Committee 
of the State Council 

1987 

Law of the People's Republic of China on 
the Prevention and Control of Air Pollution 
(1987; last amended 2000) 

Standing Committee of the National 
People‘s Congress 

2000 

Management Regulations on ODS (2010) State Council 2010 

Emission Standards for Odor Pollutants (GB 
14554-1993) 

State Environmental Protection 
Administration 

1993 

Integrated Emission Standard for Air 
Pollutants (GB 16297-1996) 

State Environmental Protection 
Administration 

1996 

Technical Guidelines for Fugitive Emission 
Monitoring of Air Pollutants 
(HJ/T 55-2000) 

State Environmental Protection 
Administration 

2000 

Ambient Air Quality Standard (GB 3095-
1996 )(last amended 2000) 

State Environmental Protection 
Administration and General 
Administration of Quality Supervision, 
Inspection and Quarantine  

2000 

Hazardous 
Materials 

Classification of Radioactive Waste  (GB 
9133-1995) 

State Bureau of Technical Supervision 1995 

Management Measures on Environmental 
Protection from Electromagnetic Radiation 
(1997) 

State Environmental Protection 
Administration 

1997 

Law on the Prevention and Control of 
Radioactive Pollution (2003) 

Standing Committee of the National 
People‘s Congress 

2003 

Prevention and Control Measures on 
Environmental Pollution of Unwanted 
Dangerous Chemicals (2005) 

State Environmental Protection 
Administration 

2005 

Environmental Management Measures on 
New Chemical Substances (2010) 

Ministry of Environmental Protection 2010 

Provisions on Environmental Administration 
of New Chemical Substances (2010) 

Ministry of Environmental Protection 2010 

Construction 
Projects 

Provisions on Environmental Protection 
Design of Construction Projects (1987) 

State Planning Commission and State 
Council Environmental Protection 
Committee 

1987 

Management Procedures on Environmental 
Protection of Construction Projects (1990) 

State Environmental Protection 
Administration 

1990 
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Category Title of Regulation Regulator Edition 

Regulations on Management of 
Environmental Protection of Construction 
Projects (1998) 

State Council 1998 

Classified Directory for Environmental 
Protection Management of Construction 
Projects (2002) 

State Environmental Protection 
Administration 

2002 

Emergency 
Planning 

Interim Provision on Management of 
Emergency Plan for Abrupt Environmental 
Accidents (2010) 

Ministry of Environmental Protection 2010 

Energy 
Efficiency 

Interim Measures of Energy Conservation 
Assessment and Audit for Capital Asset 
Investment Projects (2010) 

National Development and Reform 
Commission 

2010 

Law of the People‘s Republic of China on 
Energy Conservation (1997; last amended 
2007) 

Standing Committee of the National 
People‘s Congress 

2007 

Measures on Supervision and Management 
of Energy Conservation of Specialized 
Equipment with High Energy Consumption 
(2009) 

General Administration of Quality 
Supervision, Inspection and 
Quarantine 

2009 

Waste 

Circular Economy Promotion Law of the 
People‘s Republic of China (2009) 

Standing Committee of the National 
People‘s Congress 

2009 

Law on the Prevention and Control of 
Environmental Pollution by Solid Wastes 
(2004) 

Standing Committee of the National 
People‘s Congress 

2004 

Measures on the Administration of 
Hazardous Wastes Operating License 
(2004) 

State Council 2004 

Management Measures on Environmental 
Pollution Prevention and Control of 
Electronic Wastes (2007) 

State Environmental Protection 
Administration 

2007 

National Catalogue of Hazardous Wastes 
(1998, last amended 2008) 

Ministry of Environmental Protection 1999 

Measures on the Management of 
Hazardous Waste Manifests (1999) 

State Environmental Protection 
Administration 

1999 

Standard for Pollution Control on Hazardous 
Waste Storage (GB 18597-2001) 

State Environmental Protection 
Administration 

2001 

Standard for Pollution Control on the 
Storage and Disposal Site for General 
Industrial Solid Wastes (GB 18599-2001) 

State Environmental Protection 
Administration and the State 
Administration of Quality Supervision, 
Inspection and Quarantine 

2001 

Management Measures on Environmental 
Pollution Prevention and Control of 
Electronic Wastes (2007) 

State Environmental Protection 
Administration 

2007 

Waste Electrical and Electronic Product 
Disposal and Recycling Management 
Regulations (2009) 

State Council 2009 
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ASIAN DEVELOPMENT BANK PROHIBITED INVESTMENT ACTIVITIES LIST1 
 

The following do not qualify for Asian Development Bank financing: 
 

(i) production or activities involving harmful or exploitative forms of forced labor2 or 
child labor;3 

(ii) production of or trade in any product or activity deemed illegal under host country 
laws or regulations or international conventions and agreements or subject to 
international phaseouts or bans, such as (a) pharmaceuticals,4 pesticides, and 
herbicides,5 (b) ozone-depleting substances,6 (c) polychlorinated biphenyls7 and 
other hazardous chemicals,8 (d) wildlife or wildlife products regulated under the 
Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and 
Flora,9 and (e) transboundary trade in waste or waste products;10 

(iii) production of or trade in weapons and munitions, including paramilitary materials; 
(iv) production of or trade in alcoholic beverages, excluding beer and wine;11 
(v) production of or trade in tobacco;11 
(vi) gambling, casinos, and equivalent enterprises;11 
(vii) production of or trade in radioactive materials,12 including nuclear reactors and 

components thereof; 
(viii) production of, trade in, or use of unbonded asbestos fibers;13 
(ix) commercial logging operations or the purchase of logging equipment for use in 

primary tropical moist forests or old-growth forests; and 
(x) marine and coastal fishing practices, such as large-scale pelagic drift net fishing 

and fine mesh net fishing, harmful to vulnerable and protected species in large 
numbers and damaging to marine biodiversity and habitats. 

                                                
1
 ADB. 2009. Safeguard Policy Statement. Manila. 

2
  Forced labor means all work or services not voluntarily performed, that is, extracted from individuals under threat of 

force or penalty. 
3
 Child labor means the employment of children whose age is below the host country‘s statutory minimum age of 

employment or employment of children in contravention of International Labor Organization Convention No. 138 
―Minimum Age Convention‖ (www.ilo.org). 

4
 A list of pharmaceutical products subject to phaseouts or bans is available at http://www.who.int. 

5
 A list of pesticides and herbicides subject to phaseouts or bans is available at http://www.pic.int. 

6
  A list of the chemical compounds that react with and deplete stratospheric ozone resulting in the widely publicized 

ozone holes is listed in the Montreal Protocol, together with target reduction and phaseout dates. Information is 
available at http://www.unep.org/ozone/montreal.shtml. 

7 A group of highly toxic chemicals, polychlorinated biphenyls are likely to be found in oil-filled electrical transformers, 

capacitors, and switchgear dating from 1950 to 1985. 
8
 A list of hazardous chemicals is available at http://www.pic.int. 

9
 A list is available at http://www.cites.org. 

10
 As defined by the Basel Convention; see http://www.basel.int. 

11
 This does not apply to project sponsors who are not substantially involved in these activities. Not substantially 
involved means that the activity concerned is ancillary to a project sponsor's primary operations. 

12 This does not apply to the purchase of medical equipment, quality control (measurement) equipment, and any 

equipment for which Asian Development considers the radioactive source to be trivial and adequately shielded. 
13

 This does not apply to the purchase and use of bonded asbestos cement sheeting where the asbestos content is 
less than 20%. 

http://www.who.int/
http://www.pic.int/
http://www.unep.org/ozone/montreal.shtml.
http://www.pic.int/
http://www.cites.org/
http://www.basel.int/
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ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL ASSESSMENT CHECKLISTS 
 

I. Rapid Environmental Assessment Checklist 
Instructions: 
 
(i) The project team completes this checklist to support the environmental classification of a project. It is 

to be attached to the environmental categorization form and submitted to the Environment and 
Safeguards Division (RSES) for endorsement by the Director, RSES and for approval by the Chief 
Compliance Officer.  

(ii) This checklist focuses on environmental issues and concerns. To ensure that social dimensions are 
adequately considered, refer also to ADB's (a) checklists on involuntary resettlement and ethnic 
minorities; (b) poverty reduction handbook; (c) staff guide to consultation and participation; and (d) 
gender checklists. 

(iii) Answer the questions assuming the ―without mitigation‖ case. The purpose is to identify potential 
impacts. Use the ―remarks‖ section to discuss any anticipated mitigation measures. 

 

Country/Project Title:   
 
Sector Division:     
 

SCREENING QUESTIONS Yes No REMARKS 

A. PROJECT SITING 

 
Is the Project area adjacent to or within any of the following 
environmentally sensitive areas? 

  
 

 

 

 Cultural heritage site      
 

  Protected Area 
   

  Wetland 
 

   

  Mangrove 
 

   

 Estuarine 
 

   

 Buffer zone of protected area 
 

   

  Special area for protecting biodiversity  
 

   

B. POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS 

 
Will the Project cause… 
 

   

 impairment of historical/cultural monuments and other 
areas, and loss/damage to these sites? 

 

   

 encroachment into precious ecosystem (e.g. sensitive 
habitats like protected forest areas or terrestrial wildlife 
habitats? 

 

   

 dislocation or involuntary resettlement of people? 
 

   

 disproportionate impacts on the poor, women and 
children, ethnic minorities or other vulnerable groups? 

 

   

 aesthetic degradation and property value loss due to 
establishment of plant and ancillary facilities? 
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SCREENING QUESTIONS Yes No REMARKS 

 risks and vulnerabilities related to occupational health 
and safety due to physical, chemical, biological, and 
radiological hazards during project construction and 
operation? 

 

   

 noise and dust from construction activities? 
 

   

 short-term soil erosion and silt runoff due to 
construction? 

 

   

 fugitive dust during transportation, unloading, storage, 
and processing of coal, and polluted runoff from coal 
storage? 

 

   

 risk of oil spills, which could pollute surface and 
groundwater and soil? 

 

   

 hazards in gas pipeline operation and gas storage at 
power plant sites? 

 

   

 changes in flow regimes downstream of the water intake 
due to abstraction for cooling purposes? 

 

   

 pollution of water bodies and aquatic ecosystem from 
wastewater treatment plant for boiler feed, bleed-off from 
cooling towers, boiler blowdown and wash-water, and 
effluent from ash pond?  

 

   

 air pollution from fuel gas discharged into the 
atmosphere? 

 

   

 public health and safety hazards due to solid waste 
disposal in sanitary landfills (see Matrix of Impacts and 
Measures for Solid Waste Disposal)? 

 

   

 large population influx during project construction and 
operation that causes increased burden on social 
infrastructure and services (such as water supply and 
sanitation systems)? 

 

   

 social conflicts if workers from other regions or countries 
are hired?  

 

   

 risks community safety due to the transport, storage, and 
use and/or disposal of materials such as explosives, fuel 
and other chemicals during construction and operation? 

 

   

 community safety risks due to both accidental and 
natural hazards, especially where the structural elements 
or components of the project  (e.g. ash pond) are 
accessible to members of the affected community or 
where their failure could result in injury to the community 
throughout project construction, operation and 
decommissioning? 
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II. LAND ACQUISITION AND INVOLUNTARY RESETTLEMENT  
IMPACT SCREENING CHECKLIST 

 

                                                        Date: ______________ 

A. Project Data 

Project Title a.   

   

Probable Involuntary Resettlement Effects 
 

Yes No 
Not 

Applicable 
Remarks 

B. Involuntary Acquisition of Land 

1. Will there be land acquisition or has land 
acquisition been acquired recently (within 3 
years

1
)? 

    

2. Will there be residential house demolition 
causing loss of shelter to people/workers due to 
land acquisition or construction activities? 

    

3. Will there be any temporary occupation of land 
that affects the land, housing, assets or 
livelihoods/business of people. 

    

Prepared by: 

 

Name and Position 
Date:  
 
 

 
 

                                                
1
 If yes, due diligence is required to determined whether the subproject should be excluded (e.g., there are 

outstanding land acquisition and resettlement issues). 
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III. ETHNIC MINORITIES IMPACT SCREENING CHECKLIST 
 

Date: _________________ 

A. Project Data 
 

Project Title b. :  

 

 
KEY CONCERNS 

(Please provide elaborations 
on the Remarks column, if necessary) 

YES NO 
NOT 

APPLICABLE 
Remarks 

B. Ethnic Minorities Identification     

1. Are there ―minorities‖ (ethnic or national 
minorities) communities or groups in the 
project area? 

    

2. If yes, will such minorities be adversely 
affected by the proposed project 
interventions? 

    

Prepared by: 

 

Name and Position 

Date: 
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OUTLINE OF AN INITIAL ENVIRONMENTAL EXAMINATION REPORT 
 
1. An initial environmental examination report is required for all environment category B 
projects. category A projects are, in principle, excluded from further consideration. If under 
exceptional circumstance, a category A subproject candidate is to be further considered, the 
project management office should differ the environmental review and approval to Asian 
Development Bank at the earliest possible stage and complete the environmental impact 
assessment jointly with the Asian Development Bank‘s safeguard advisor. This outline will guide 
the preparation of initial environmental examination report reports.1 
 
A. Executive Summary 
 
2. This section describes concisely the critical facts, significant findings, and recommended 
actions. 
 
B. Policy, Legal, and Administrative Arrangement 
 
3. This section discusses the national and local legal and institutional arrangement within 
which the environmental assessment is carried out. It also identifies project-relevant 
international environmental agreements to which the country is a party. 
 
C. Description of the Project 
 
4. This section describes the proposed project; its major components; and its geographic, 
ecological, social, and temporal context, including any associated facility required by and for the 
project (for example, access roads, power plants, water supply, quarries and borrow pits, and 
spoil disposal). It normally includes drawings and maps showing the project‘s layout and 
components, the project site, and the project's area of influence. 
 
D. Description of the Environment (Baseline Data) 
 
5. This section describes relevant physical, biological, and socioeconomic conditions within 
the study area. It also looks at current and proposed development activities within the project's 
area of influence, including those not directly connected to the project. It indicates the accuracy, 
reliability, and sources of the data. 
 
E. Anticipated Environmental Impacts and Mitigation Measures 
 
6. This section predicts and assesses the project's likely positive and negative direct and 
indirect impacts to physical, biological, socioeconomic (including occupational health and safety, 
community health and safety, vulnerable groups and gender issues, and impacts on livelihoods 
through environmental media, and physical cultural resources in the project's area of influence, 
in quantitative terms to the extent possible; identifies mitigation measures and any residual 
negative impacts that cannot be mitigated; explores opportunities for enhancement; identifies 
and estimates the extent and quality of available data, key data gaps, and uncertainties 

                                                
1 Asian Development Bank safeguard requirements on information disclosure, consultation, and participation, and 

grievance redress mechanism have been addressed through separate arrangement by the project management 

office for the whole project. 
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associated with predictions and specifies topics that do not require further attention; and 
examines global, transboundary, and cumulative impacts as appropriate. 
 
F. Analysis of Alternatives 
 
7. This section examines alternatives to the proposed project site, technology, design, and 
operation—including the no project alternative—in terms of their potential environmental 
impacts; the feasibility of mitigating these impacts; their capital and recurrent costs; their 
suitability under local conditions; and their institutional, training, and monitoring requirements. It 
also states the basis for selecting the particular project design proposed and, justifies 
recommended emission levels and approaches to pollution prevention and abatement. 
 
G. Environmental Management Plan 
 
8. This section deals with the set of mitigation and management measures to be taken 
during project implementation to avoid, reduce, mitigate, or compensate for adverse 
environmental impacts (in that order of priority).  
 
H. Conclusion and Recommendation 
 
9. This section provides the conclusions drawn from the assessment and provides 
recommendations.
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OUTLINE OF A DUE DILIGENCE REPORT 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: Above outline is indicative and could be tailored-fit to the project. 

 

Environmental and Social Due Diligence Report 
 
 

(Indicative Outline) 
 

I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
1. Describe borrowers existing operation and proposed project scope. 
 

II. SCOPE OF INVESTIGATION  
2. This section will set the scope of due diligence. For an existing premises 
and/or business activities that already exists, an environmental, health and safety 
and/or social compliance audit will need to be undertaken. The objective of the 
onsite audit will be to assess present and past operational impacts with respect to 
both social and environmental safeguard requirements of the People‘s Republic of 
China and Asian Development Bank. A due diligence checklist (Attachment 1, 
Annex 6) and an environmental, health, and safety and social consultation 
interview questionnaire (Attachment 2, Annex 6) are attached. 

 
III. RESULTS OF INVESTIGATION 

3. This section will present the results of assessments of past and present 
operations of the prospective subproject company.  
 

IV. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
4. This section will highlight any gaps with the applicable safeguard 
requirements, specifically air emissions, waste management, health and safety 
aspects and issues requiring further investigation, including subsequent course of 
actions, where applicable. The corrective measures for any gaps in the host facility 
with estimated budgets will be provided in this section. 
       
 
 
The report should include the name, signature, position and contact address of the 
person submitting the report to ADB.  
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DUE DILIGENCE CHECKLIST 
 
The due diligence review will determine the existing facility‘s compliance (classified as 
environment category B under this financial intermediary project) with the applicable 
environmental, health and safety regulations of the People‘s Republic of China. The following 
comprises a checklist of relevant issues (where applicable) to be assessed by the auditor prior 
to or at a site visit: 
 
• Location map indicating site in relation to surrounding residential and industrial 

properties, streams, rivers, conservation areas, etc. 

A copy of the land use permit; a summary of land use history, including the year the land 
is re-zoned from agricultural or residential to industrial land and the year the land is 
acquired by the current company. 

• Summary of current site activities (including simplified process flow diagram, if available) 
and assess compliance with applicable environmental and social safeguard 
requirements. 

• Organization chart indicating who is responsible for environmental matters at the facility. 

• If involved or plan to export, assess affiliations with international business partners and 
compliance requirements and adherence to such requirements. 

• General housekeeping of the premises. 

• Adherence to health and safety requirements for industrial premises. 

• Principal sources of energy and annual consumption. 

• Details of water usage: 

(i) sources of water used (e.g. mains, well); 
(ii) uses of water; and 
(iii) any wastewater treatment undertaken. 

 
• Plans to show locations of:  

(i) hazardous chemicals, solvents, and oils storage, with details of storage 
arrangements; 

(ii) stacks and vents;  
(iii) site layout (past and present); 
(iv) buried services (pipes, drains, sewers); 
(v) buried tanks; 
(vi) sumps, pits; 
(vii) lagoons and any points of discharge to local watercourses; and 
(viii) onsite waste disposal areas (used and abandoned and discussed). 

 
• Descriptions of pollution control equipment at the facility (e.g., effluent treatment and air 

pollution control equipment). 

• Planning permissions/operation permits. 

• Details of consent agreements and licenses for: 

(i) effluent discharges, 
(ii) air emissions, and 
(iii) waste disposal. 
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• Documentation produced by the facility, the regulatory authorities or by a third party on:  

(i) environmental monitoring (air, water, effluent, wastes, and noise); 
(ii) integrity testing (underground tanks); 
(iii) soil and groundwater testing; and 
(iv) records of wastes removed by contractors. 
 

• Correspondence with authorities relating to any environmental violations and pollution 
incidents (air, waster, effluent, wastes, and noise). 

• Inventory and annual quantities used/generated of:  

(i) chemicals, solvents, oils, etc.; and 
(ii) waste materials. 

 
• Details of storage arrangements:  

(i) volumes and contents of bulk storage tanks; 
(ii) ages and monthly throughput of storage tanks; 
(iii) alarms, vent pumps and cathodic protection fitted to bulk tanks; and 
(iv) documented procedures for filling and unloading bulk storage tanks. 

 
• Surveys/disposal records of polychlorinated biphenyls and asbestos. 

• Records of environmental and safety incidents and remedial steps taken. 

• Identify any gaps with respect to environment and safety requirements and if there are 
any gaps make recommendations on corrective actions. 

• Copies of environmental impact assessment approval, environmental emission permit, 
production safety impact assessment report and approval/permit (if applicable), and 
occupational disease hazard assessment report and approval.  

• Details and outcome of complaints if any (plus correspondence). 

• Documented procedures and operating manuals relating to environmental matters (e.g., 
emergency response, spill containment, waste handling and disposal). 

 
Interviews with local Environmental Protection Bureau and Environmental Monitoring 
Station Management who are familiar with the facility are also needed; facility 
management, local authorities, and the consultant(s) should be present at such meetings 
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ENVIRONMENTAL, HEALTH, AND SAFETY AND SOCIAL CONSULTATION INTERVIEW 
QUESTIONNAIRE 

 
For each of the environmental, health and safety and social areas, the consultant needs to 
interview one manager and at least one employee and note their names. Where there are 
residents and businesses within 300 meters, additional interviews should extend to 
representatives of neighboring residents/businesses. A representative from local Environmental 
Protection Bureau familiar with the subproject would be present during the consultation process 
and the consultant, if necessary, will meet with the local environmental protection bureau office 
separately. The questions to be asked are as follows: 

 
Questions 

Yes/No Additional 
Remarks 

Environmental     (Attendants:)   (including local 
EPB 
representative) 

(i) whether the subproject company paid pollution charges or fines/penalties 
for noncompliance in the last 2 years in accordance with national laws. 

(ii) whether the subproject company is exposed to potentially significant 
liabilities, such as those arising from known or suspected 
land/groundwater contamination, major accidents and incidents related to 
the company‘s past or ongoing operations. 

(iii) state further actions required/planned by the subproject, in particular 
actions to address any non-compliance problems and liabilities.  

(iv) whether there are complaints from the public or local communities 
regarding the subproject company‘s environmental performance. 

  

Safety      (Attendants:)   

(i) whether the subproject company paid safety or fire code related 
fines/penalties for noncompliance in the last 2 years in accordance with 
national laws. 

(ii) whether the subproject company has had any major safety accidents and 
incidents related to the company‘s ongoing operations or in the past 2 
years.  

(iii) state further actions/mitigation measures required/planned by the 
subproject, in particular actions to address any noncompliance problems 
and liabilities.   

(iv) whether there are complaints from the employees, public or local 
communities regarding the subproject company‘s safety performance. 

  

Health     (Attendants:)   

(i) whether the subproject company paid occupational health related 
fines/penalties for non-compliance in the last two years in accordance 
with national laws. 

(ii) whether the subproject company has had any major occupational health 
accidents and incidents related to the company‘s ongoing operations or in 
the past two years.  

(iii) state further actions/mitigation measures required/planned by the 
subproject, in particular actions to address any non-compliance problems 
and liabilities.   

(iv) Whether the facility conduct regular health exams for employees (if yes, 
please provide records for review). 

(v) whether there are complaints from the employees regarding the 
subproject company‘s occupational health performance. 

  

Human Resources or Plant Manager   

(i) Would the proposed project create redundancy? If yes, how would you 
reassign or compensate the redundant workers?  

  

(ii) What is the total number of employees in the facility? What is the number 
of female employees in the facility? 

  

(iii) With the proposed project, would you tend to use more or fewer female 
employees? 

  

(iv) How many NEW long-term job positions do you expect to create as a   
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result of this project. 

Community Public Consultation (Attendants:) 
 

 (with residents and 
businesses within 
300 m) 

(i) What is your opinion of the plant. Do you agree with, or oppose to, its 
location?  

 (For new plant 
only) 

(ii) What environmental impacts do you experience from the plant (if any)?   

(iii) Is the plant noisy?   

(iv) Do trucks from the plant travel through your neighborhood?  (If substantial civil 
works are involved) 
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SUGGESTED SCOPE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL SAFEGUARDS MONITORING 
REPORT FOR SUBPROJECT COMPANY 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Notes: 
1. Above outline is indicative and could be tailored-fit to the project. 
2. In case a project is assisted by an external or independent panel, the panel‘s environmental and 

social issues monitoring report will suffice.  

 
 

Environment/Social Monitoring Report 
-Reporting Period- 

 
(Indicative Outline) 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 
1. Describe scope of report and reporting period, and overall project 
implementation progress. 
 

II. PROGRESS IN IMPLEMENTING THE FOLLOWING (WHERE 
APPLICABLE) ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT 

PLAN/ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PLAN/ENVIRONMENTAL 
AND SOCIAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

 
III. COMPLIANCE WITH ADB LOAN COVENANTS AND APPLICABLE 

GOVERNMENT LAWS, REGULATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS 
 

IV. SIGNIFICANT EVENTS OR ISSUES ENCOUNTERED, OR CHANGES IN 
PROJECT SCOPE AND CORRESPONDING SAFEGUARD MEASURES 

UNDERTAKEN, IF APPLICABLE (SEE ATTACHMENT TO THIS APPENDIX) 
 

V. SUMMARY OF MONITORING REPORT FINDINGS 
 

VI. FOLLOW-UP ACTIONS REQUIRED (IF ANY) 
 

VII. SUMMARY/CONCLUSION 
 

2. The report should include the name, signature, position and contact address of 
the person submitting the report to ADB. 
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Name of Company 

 Environmental Incident Report 
An environmental incident is an unexpected event that may result in harm to the environment and requires some 
action to minimise the impact or restore the environment. See page 2 of this form for guidance notes. 

Business 
unit:  

 Project 
name:  

Project number: 
 

 

Incident details (Site manager to complete—Project Development Manager, 
Works Supervisor or Team Leader) 

Incident report number 

   Date of 
incident: 

 Time (24:00 
format): 

   

Exact location of the incident, including Region. (see note 1) 
(ESMS Coordinator to 

complete) 

  

What type of activity was the team engaged in when the incident occurred? 
 

 Who notified you of the incident? (eg. employee, local authority, member of public):  
 Name and phone no. of complainant:    

 
 

Nature and level of the incident  
 Major 


 Minor (see note 2) 


 Chemical spill (incl. fuel) 


 Air emission 


 Noise complaint 


 Unauthorised removal of vegetation 

 Contaminated water discharged 
 (Not muddy water) 

 Erosion & sedimentation 
  

Other: 
(specif

y) 

 

Description of the incident (see note 3) 

   

 

  Estimated quantity, volume or area involved (include unit of 
measure)  


See pages attached 

   Immediate actions taken and control measures implemented  (See note 4) 

   

  


See pages attached 

   Proposed corrective (or preventive) action (see note 5) 

   

 


See pages attached 

    

         

 Sign  Print name  Position  Date  

 
After signing, forward to senior manager for further action 

 

Further action Senior manager to complete—Project Director, Project 
Development Manager Sign: 

Other authorities 
notified (see note 6)  

Follow up actions undertaken (see note 7) 

   

 


See pages attached 
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GUIDANCE NOTES 

 
Note 1: Exact location of Incident 
Provide details of the location of the incident in relation to the project site. Include: 

(i) the name of the region. 
(ii) distances from environmentally sensitive areas (e.g., watercourses, conservation 
 reserves). 
(iii) landmarks, cross streets, etc. 
 

Note 2: Major or Minor Incident? 
A major incident has occurred if: 

(i) material has escaped from site, or 
(ii) clean-up requires external assistance (Fire brigade or other emergency services). 

 If neither of these conditions apply, the incident is rated ‗minor‘. 
 

Note 3: Description of Incident 
Provide a brief, succinct, factual description of the incident including: 

(i) what happened leading up to the incident. 
(ii) the material involved (if a leak or spill). 
(iii) the estimated volume of spilled or leaked material. 
(iv) the area of land or water affected. 
 
1. Note 4: Immediate Actions and Control Measures 

Describe the actions taken immediately to minimize the impact of the incident. 
 

2. Note 5: Corrective and Preventive Action 
Provide details of actions implemented to clean up and remediate the affected area and actions 
implemented to prevent the incident from occurring again.  

3.  
4. Note 6: Other Authorities Notified 

Other authorities you might need to notify: 
(i) Fire brigade or other emergency services. 
(ii) local government if incident occurs within the local drinking water catchment area. 

 
5. Note 7: Follow-up Actions 
(i) Include any actions undertaken or proposed to be undertaken as a result of the 

incident (e.g., additional training, purchasing new plant, using alternative materials). 
(ii) Forward a copy of the incident report to Hebei project management office following 

company management review. 
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OUTLINE OF AN ANNUAL ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
IMPLEMENTATION REPORT FOR HEBEI PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT 

 

Hebei Provincial Government 

Annual ESMS Implementation Report 
   

Project  Project number  
   

Report prepared 
by 

 Month and 
year 

 

 

Item Details, comments 

Institutional Aspects:  

Whether there has been any changes to the ESMS, staffing of 
environment unit at PMO, budget available for ESMS 
implementation)  

 

Whether there has been any major difficulties in implementing 
ESMS and if so the remedial actions taken. 

 

Due diligence and/or audits undertaken during the year 

(List the number and type of investigations undertaken.) 

 

Non-conformances report (NCR) and corrective actions report 
(CAR) 

Whether the subprojects regularly submit the envirotment and 
social reports and the status of compliance of subprojects with 
EMP and other relevant environment and social requirements. 

 

If there are major gaps or defects, the remedial actions taken by 
PMO.  

 

Environmental Incidents 

(Any incidents reported by subborrowers, provide details) 

 

Training delivered 

(Awareness training on Hebei project environmental and social 
management system to the environmental staff of Hebei provincial 
government and subproject companies, and training provided to 
construction crew on HIV/AIDS) 

 

Other environmental including health and safety or social 
issues (if any) 

(Describe any other issues arising) 
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ANNUAL SEMI ANNUALLY PROGRESS REPORT 
 

  

Asian Development Bank 

Hebei Energy Efficiency Improvement and Emission Reduction Project 

 

   
  

 

 

 

Annual /Semi Annual Reporting  

For the Period of MM/DD/YY to MM/DD/YY) 

   

   

  
 

 

 Submitted to:  
 Asian Development Bank 

 

 

   
   
 Prepared by:  
  

Project Management Office (PMO) 
Hebei Energy Efficiency Improvement and Emission Reduction Project  

Hebei Province  
People‘s Republic of China 

 

   
 

 

 
  

 
 

 MM/DD/YY 
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Basic Information 
Project Name: Hebei Energy Efficiency Improvement and Emission Reduction Project 
Country: People‘s Republic of China Executing Agency: Hebei Provincial Government  
Loan Amount: $100 million 
Date of Loan Effectiveness: MM/DD/YY 

Loan (Grant) Number: LXXX –PRC 
Closing Date: MM/DD/YY 

Period of this Report: MM/DD/YY to MM/DD/YY Date of this Report Submission: MM/DD/YY 

 
I. PROJECT BRIEF INTRODUCTION 

 
1. This is the XXth semi annual of YY progress report of the Hebei Energy Efficiency 
Improvement and Emission Reduction Project, prepared by the project management office, to 
cover the period of MM/DD/YY to MM/DD/YY. (This second semi annual progress report also 
serves as the Annual Progress Report for YY).  
 
2. The project is designed to provide sustainable financing mechanism to finance energy 
efficiency projects undertaken by industrial enterprises and energy service companies (ESCOs) 
in order to achieve improvements to energy intensity and carbon intensity of Hebei Province. 
The first batch of subprojects consists of  two  components, : 

(i) Component 1: Industrial Energy Efficiency Projects 
(ii) Component 2  Energy Service Company Projects 

 
3. The loan and project agreements on energy efficiency and emission reduction project 
was signed by the Ministry of Finance of the People‘s Republic of China (PRC) and the Asia 
Development Bank (ADB) on MM/DD/YY, with the loan becoming effective on MM/DD/YY.  
 
4. The project is over the 15-year loan term using the financial intermediation loan 
modality. The borrower of the ADB loan is the Government of the PRC and the loan proceeds is 
onlent to the Hebei provincial government (HPG). HPG has established a revolving escrow 
facility at the Huaxia Bank, Shijiazhuang Branch, which was selected competitively and acts as 
the financial intermediary, using ADB loan proceeds. The ADB loan proceeds are initially ( first 
batch of subprojects)  relent to nine subprojects, eight of which are under component 1 and one 
of which is under component 2. The nine subprojects were selected and approved by the 
relevant agencies of HPG. 
 
5. This semi annual progress report template is referring to the ADB loan implementation 
period, and for the progress report of subsequent project implementation under revolving 
escrow fund, will be prepared separately before the midterm review.  
 

II. FINANCIAL AND WITHDRAWAL AND PAYBACK PROGRESS 
 
6. Fr the first to the third year of the loan implementation period, the semi annual progress 
reports will summarize the subloan withdrawals d using Table A8.1 

Table A8.1: Withdrawal Progress of Subprojects (First batch of subprojets)  
Period:  

 
 
 
No 

 
Total 

Investment 
Cost 

 
 
 

ADB loan 

Withdrawn Progress 

Cumulated Up 
to the End of 
Last Period 

 
Amount 

This Period 

 
Accumulated 

Amount 

% 

 CNY % CNY US$ CNY US$ CNY US$ CNY US$  

Component 1             

1            

2            

3            
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No 

 
Total 

Investment 
Cost 

 
 
 

ADB loan 

Withdrawn Progress 

Cumulated Up 
to the End of 
Last Period 

 
Amount 

This Period 

 
Accumulated 

Amount 

% 

4            

5            

6            

7            

8            

Subtotal            

            

Component 2            

1            

Subtotal            

            

Total             

 
7. For the fourth and fifth years of the semi annual progress report, the subloan payback 
will be summarized using Table A8.2. 
 

Table A8.2: Payback Progress of Subproject( First batch of subprojects)  
Period:  

 
 
 
 
No 

 
 

Name of 
Sub-

borrower 

 
 
 

Name of 
Subproject 

 
 

Total 
Investment 

Cost 

 
 
 
 

ADB loan 

Payback Progress 

Cumulated 
Up to the 

End of Last 
Period 

 
 

Amount 
This Period 

 
 

Accumulated 
Amount 

% 

   CNY % CNY US$ CNY US$ CNY US$ CNY US$  

Component 1               

1              

2              

3              

4              

5              

6              

7              

8              

Subtotal              

              

Component 2              

1              

Subtotal              

              

Total               

 
III. PROGRESS OF IMPLEMENTATION BY SUBPROJECT 

 
8. A narrative description of the progress in project implementation, which will include the 
progress of each subproject, as follows: 

(i) Procurement and contracting progress, from advertisement to the contract 
awards; and 

(ii) Subproject construction progress, from construction to completion 
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IV. ACTIONS PLANNED FOR THE NEXT SIX MONTHS 
 
9. The key project implementation actions planned for the next period include: 

(i) procurement activities, 
(ii) construction and installation activities of subprojects, 
(iii) project management issues with respect to subproject implementation, 
(iv) monitoring and verification of energy savings achieved, 
(v) implementation of provisions of activities under the environmental management 

plan under the environmental and social management system (ESMS) for 
subprojects, 

(vi) actions to be taken to select subsequent batches of subprojects, 
(vii) actions to be taken to pilot test the credit guarantee facility for ESCO projects 

and 
(viii) initiatives for attracting new ESCOs under component 2. 
 

V. PROGRESS REVIEW ON ACTIONS/ACTIVITIES PLANNED LAST PERIOD 
 
10. The progress review on actions and activities planned in the last period progress report. 

 
VI. PROBLEMS AND ACTIONS 

 
11. This section will include the problems or difficulties encountered, and work to be carried 
out in the next quarter with respect to each component and subproject. 
 

VII. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION TO BE PROVIDED IN THE SECOND SEMI-ANNUAL 
REPORT 

 
12. In addition, the second semi-annual report of each year which would also serve as the 
annual report would contain the following: 
A. Progress achieved in project output performance indicators by components, as follows: 

(a) Component 1: Industrial Energy Efficiency Projects 
(i) Progress in the construction of eight demonstration subprojects (as a % 

of total construction value). 
(ii) Annual energy savings and carbon dioxide savings achieved by the eight 

demonstration projects in the following format: 
 

Subproject Estimated Savings Actual Savings 

 Energy (tce) CO2 ( tons) Energy (tce) CO2 ( tons) 
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(b) Component 2: Energy Service Company Projects1 
(i) total number and contract value of energy service contracts entered into 

by Hebei Guangyuan Solar Energy Technology Co. Ltd., 
(ii) progress in finalizing the operational guidelines and institutional 

arrangements for providing credit guarantees to ESCO projects, 
(iii) the number of ESCOs and the value of energy savings performance 

contracts entered into by ESCOs taking part in the credit guarantee 
scheme. 

(iv) The commercial bank financing provided to ESCO companies under the 
credit guarantee program. 

B. Updated procurement plan 
C. Updated implementation plan for the next 12 months 
D. Environmental monitoring plan progress (as ESMS), in the format provided in the ESMS 

(Annex 7 Appendix 7). 
 

 
 
 
 
 

                                                
1
 The indicators (b) iii and (b) iv will be provided from fourth year onwards. 
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TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR PROJECT AUDITORS 
 
A. Introduction 

1. On behalf of Hebei provincial government, Hebei Provincial Finance Bureau (HFB) 
requires an auditor to carry out the designated annual audit services for fiscal year ending 31 
December 20xx for project accounts covering the project management office (PMO) and 
subloan disbursements by HFB and Huaxia Bank. The project, under which Hebei provincial 
government, obtained $100 million loan from Asian Development Bank (ADB) and entrusted 
Huaxia Bank as the financial intermediary to manage the project accounts.  
 
B. Scope of Task 

2. The annual audit shall be conducted for (i)US Dollar Account  for receiving ADB loan 
disbursement, (ii) revolving escrow fund (REF) account for receiving subloan principal 
repayment and re-onlending to the next batch of subprojects, and (iii) the interest differential 
account (IDA) for receiving subloan interest and paying ADB interest.  
 
3. The following supporting documents for each of the abovementioned project accounts 
will be made available to the auditors in advance: 

(i) Statement of accounting/financial policies, 
(ii) Summary of funds received showing ADB funds, any cofinancing and counterpart 

funds for the year, 
(iii) Statement of fund balance as of 31 December 20xx, 
(iv) Statement of cash flows/cash receipts and payments for the year, 
(v) Breakdown statement of uses of funds by project activity for the year, 
(vi) Notes to the financial statements, 
(vii) Copy of relevant financial covenants in the ADB loan agreement and related 

subloan agreements, 
(viii) Copy of financial covenants in the related procurement agreements, and 
(ix) Copy of related subproject procurement invoices. 

 
C. Objectives 

4. The objective of the audit is to enable the auditor to express an opinion on the (i) 
financial position of the project for the year 20xx, including balance of the project accounts and 
the repayment situation of subloan interests and principals; (ii) the eligibility and correctness of 
financial transactions including funds received and disbursements for the year then ended; and 
(iii) the effectiveness of internal control system in HFB and Huaxia Bank. 
 
D. Delivery of Audit Report and Opinion 

5. The audit for year 20xx will be completed before 30 April of the next year and the project 
accounts and supporting document shall be made available to the auditor in advance as per the 
request from the auditor. The audit report with a separate audit opinion on the abovementioned 
loan shall be provided to HFB within 5 months of the end of the fiscal year, and HFB shall 
translate it and further forward it to ADB in English within 6 months after the fiscal year. 
 
E. Audit Scope 

6. Auditing standards and program. People‘s Republic of China‘s (PRC) national 
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auditing standards and program will apply. 
 
7. Accounting policies. PRC‘s national accounting standards. The auditor should confirm 
the extent to which the agreed project accounting policies have been applied. 
 
8. Project accounts. The auditor should examine the eligibility and correctness of financial 
transactions during the year, the fairness of the presentation of the special accounts‘ activity 
and the year-end balance, and form an opinion on whether the two special accounts in Huaxia 
Bank, namely US Dollar  account and RMB Account including the two sub accounts REF and 
IDA, were used in compliance with the relevant ADB loan agreement. 
 
9. Use of funds for the purpose intended. The auditor will confirm, or otherwise, that (i) 
the ADB loan funds have been disbursed in accordance with the relevant financing agreements 
covering each subproject, and only for the purpose for which the ADB financing was provided; 
and (ii) goods and services financed with ADB loan funds have been procured in accordance 
with the relevant subloan agreements by verifying the relevant invoices/receipts from suppliers, 
the subloan agreements, and procurement contracts. 
 
10. Archive management. The auditor will confirm whether all necessary supporting 
documents, records, and accounts have been kept in respect of all project and subproject 
activities, with clear linkages between the accounting records and the project accounts. 
 
11. Internal control systems. The auditor will assess the adequacy of the project financial 
management systems, including internal controls, in terms of whether: (i) proper authorizations 
are obtained and documented before transactions are entered into; (ii) accuracy and 
consistency are achieved in recording, classifying, summarizing, and reporting transactions; (iii) 
reconciliations with internal and external evidence are performed on a timely basis by the 
appropriate level of management; (iv) balances can be confirmed with external parties; (v) 
adequate documentation and archive management is retained to support transactions; (vi) 
transactions are allowable under the agreements governing the project; (vii) errors and 
omissions are detected and corrected by project personnel in the normal course of their duties, 
and management is informed of recurring problems or weaknesses; (viii) management does not 
override the normal procedures and the internal control structure; and (ix) assets are property 
accounted for, safeguarded and can be physically inspected. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  




